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THE ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY
BY ROBERT OSSERMAN1

The circle is uniquely characterized by the property that among all simple
closed plane curves of given length L, the circle of circumference L encloses
maximum area. This property is most succintly expressed in the isoperimetric
inequality
L2 > 4<irA9

(1)

where A is the area enclosed by a curve C of length L, and where equality
holds if and only if C is a circle.
The purpose of this paper is to recount some of the most interesting of the
many sharpened forms, generalizations, and applications of this inequality,
with emphasis on recent contributions. Earlier work is summarized in the
book of Hadwiger [1], Other general references, varying from very elementary
to quite technical are Kazarinoff [1], Pólya [2, Chapter X], Porter [1], and the
books of Blaschke listed in the bibliography. Most books on convexity also
contain a discussion of the isoperimetric inequality from that perspective.
One aspect of the subject is given by Burago [1]. Others may be found in a
recent paper of the author [4] on Bonnesen inequalities and in the book of
Santaló [4] on integral geometry and geometric probability.
An important note: we shall not go into the area of so-called "isoperimetric
problems". Those are simply variational problems with constraints, whose
name derives from the fact that inequality (1) corresponds to the first example
of such a problem: maximize the area of a domain under the constraint that
the length of its boundary be fixed. There are also the "isoperimetric
inequalities" of mathematical physics. They are special cases of isoperimetric
problems in which typically some physical quantity, usually represented by
the eigenvalues of a differential equation, is shown to be extremal for a
circular or spherical domain. Extensive discussions of such problems can be
found in the book of Pólya and Szegö [1] and the review article by Payne [1].
We shall discuss them here only insofar as they relate to the main subject of
this paper.
What we shall concentrate on here is "the" isoperimetric inequality (1) and
other geometric versions and generalizations of it. We shall also consider
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various analytic inequalities closely connected, and in some cases equivalent
to the isoperimetric inequalities, such as Wirtinger's, Poincaré's and Sobolev's
inequalities.
This paper is divided into six sections whose contents in brief are as
follows:
1. The classical case: refinements of (1) for curves in the plane; Wirtinger's
inequality.
2. Extensions of (1) to domains in Rn: variational approach and constant
mean curvature; Minkowski's theory; integral geometry.
3. Analytic inequalities: Sobolev inequality, Rayleigh quotient, eigenvalues
of the Laplacian, Poincaré inequality.
4. Analogs of (1) for domains on surfaces: Bonnesen inequalities; minimal
surfaces; inequalities depending on Gauss curvature.
5. Variants of (1): other inequalities between L and A; submanifolds of Rn
and Riemannian manifolds; Rayleigh quotient on compact manifolds.
6. Applications: physical problems; conformai and quasi-conformal
mappings; symmetrization; geometry and analysis.
Before starting, a historical note is worth inserting. Many mathematicians
have been attracted to the isoperimetric inequality, either by its intrinsic
geometric interest or with a view to applications, and they have approached it
from a variety of directions. In some cases this has led to parallel lines of
development by different groups of mathematicians, each happily oblivious to
the existence of the others. Although no claim to completeness is made here,
one of our goals is to tie together various threads of this development in an
effort to convey a more comprehensive picture of the current state of the
subject.
This paper has benefited from conversations and correspondence with a
large number of mathematicians. I should like to express my appreciation to
them, as well as to the Guggenheim Foundation for financial support during
its preparation, and to the University of Warwick and Imperial College,
London, who generously provided the use of their facilities.
1. The classical case: curves in the plane. To begin, consider how one might
prove the classical isoperimetric inequality. If C is a simple closed smooth
curve given parametrically, then its arc length L can be expressed as

The area A enclosed by C can also be expressed as a line integral:

where the orientation determined by C may be assumed to be the positive one
with respect to its interior. A little experimentation reveals that the usual
integral inequalities go the wrong way, giving an upper bound on L2, and one
is forced to the simple artifice of introducing a special parameter in order to
eliminate the square root in the integral (1.1). Any multiple of the parameter s
of arc length will do. The most convenient is t = (2TT/L)S. Then
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dt.

(1.3)

The first term on the right is obviously nonnegative, and the result will be
proved if we can show that

ffïf'f''*

<u>

The inequality (1.4) cannot hold for an arbitrary function y(t), since it fails
when y(t) is a nonzero constant. However, one has the following classical
result. (For a history of this result, and a discussion of its usual attribution,
"Wirtinger's inequality," see Mitrinovic [1].)
LEMMA 1.1. Ify(t) is a smooth function with period 2TT, and if ffîy(t) dt = 0,
then (1.4) holds, with equality if and only if y = a cos / + b sin t.

The easiest proof of this lemma is by using a Fourier expansion of y(t). The
hypothesis guarantees that the constant term is zero, and (1.4) follows
immediately. For another proof, and a reference to this whole discussion, see
the book of Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya [1, p. 185]. A somewhat different
earlier version is in Lewy [1, p. 41].
In order to apply Wirtinger's lemma to our case, we need only observe that
the hypothesis JoMO dt = 0 can always be satisfied by suitable choice of
coordinates. Specifically, choose the x-axis to pass through the center of
gravity of the curve C. Then both terms on the right of (1.3) are nonnegative,
giving
L2 > 4irA.

(1.5)

Equality holds in (1.5) only if both terms on the right of (1.3) vanish, and
using Lemma 1.1, one sees immediately that C must be a circle.
It is interesting to note that this proof does not use anywhere the
assumption that C is simple. The inequality (1.5) holds for an arbitrary
smooth closed curve, where L and A are defined by (1.1) and (1.2). In fact,
one has
LEMMA 1.2. Wirtinger's inequality {Lemma 1.1) is equivalent to the statement
that the isoperimetric inequality (1.5) holds for every smooth closed curve, with
equality only for a circle, where L and A in (1.5) are defined by (1.1) and (1.2).
PROOF. Let >>(/) be a smooth function with period lit, satisfying /oMO dt
= 0. Let x(i) = - /0>>(T) dr. Then x(t + 2m) - x(t) = - j't+2y(t) dt = 0, so
that x{i) has period 2TT, and the pair (x(t),y(t)) defines a smooth closed
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curve. Its length L, by Schwarz' inequality, satisfies

<-f[(§Hf)>

(1.6)

Thus, using (1.2) and (1.5) gives
0<L=-4^<2,/;*(f

+ +2

j* 'C[(%)'-?*]<»•

<">

The first term on the right vanishes by the definition of x(t)9 and thus (1.7)
reduces to Wirtinger's inequality (1.4). For equality to hold it must hold in
(1.6) which can only happen if

(iH*Ht)-

a constant.

By (1.1), it follows that L = lire, and hence ds/dt = L/2TT. Since the curve
must be a circle, it now follows easily, using ƒ©MO àt = 0, thatj>(0 is of the
form y = a cos t + b sin f. This proves the lemma.
The obvious question is whether the quantity A in (1.2) has any geometric
meaning in the case of a curve C with self-intersections. In fact it does. The
complement of C consists of a number of components Dk9 and with respect to
each domain Dk9 C has a well-defined winding number nk. Then the
expression (1.2) has the interpretation A — ^nkAk9 where Ak is the area (in
the usual sense) of the domain Dk. (See Radó [1], or [3, III. 3.88].) Thus, the
proof given above for (1.5) shows that for an arbitrary closed curve one has
L2 > 4TT2 nkAk,

(1.8)

k

and Lemma 1.2 says that this inequality for all curves is equivalent to
Wirtinger's inequality. An application of (1.8) to a physical problem will be
given in §3.
Actually a much stronger result is true. Namely
>4ir'2\nk\Ak

(1.9)

k

Note that for a lemniscate, for example, theright-handside of (1.8) is zero,
whereas (1.9) gives the sum of the areas inside each loop.
Inequality (1.9) was proved by Radó [2, §4.6]. It also appears as a special
case of the isoperimetric inequality given by Fédérer and Fleming in their
basic paper on normal and integral currents [1, Corollary 6.5 and Remark 6.6
on p. 487]. In fact, the expression T = *2nkDk denotes an integral current,
defined as a linear functional on 2-forms <o by
J

Dk
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The boundary of T is the current dT acting on 1-forms a by
(dT)ct = T(da) = 2 > * f da = f a .
The mass of T and of 97 correspond to
M(T)=2\nk\Ak,

M(dT) = L,

and (1.9) is just the isoperimetric inequality for currents
[M(dT)]2>4<ïïM(T).
(See also Fédérer [1, Theorem 4.5.9(31), p. 486].)
Surprisingly, an even stronger inequality was obtained recently by
Banchoff and Pohl [1], using quite different methods. They showed that
L2>4^n2kAk9

(1.10)

k

with equality if and only if C is a circle traversed a finite number of times in a
given direction. This result is a special case of a general inequality concerning
curves in higher dimensional spaces that we shall discuss below in §5.
As a curious note, we remark that inequality (1.10) is contained implicitly
in the work of Fédérer and Fleming [1, p. 487], but is never explicitly
mentioned, presumably because the right-hand side is not a quantity that
arises naturally in the context of currents. That the square of the winding
number should enter in seems a bit mysterious at first. It will appear more
natural after the discussion of analytic inequalities in §3.
Finally we mention that at the end of §6 we give an application of (1.10) to
an apparently quite distant part of mathematics.
2. Domains in Rw. The isoperimetric problem in Rn is to minimize the
surface area among all domains having given volume, or equivalently, maximize the volume among all domains whose boundary surfaces has fixed
((n — l)-dimensional) area. The solution in both cases is that the unique
extremal is the domain bounded by a sphere. However, for n > 2 there are no
proofs approaching the simplicity of the one given above for plane domains,
the domain bounded by a sphere. However, for n > 2 there are no proofs
approaching the simplicity of the one given above for plane domains.
Perhaps the most direct approach, assuming one works with smooth
boundaries, is to try to use the methods of the calculus of variations.
Consider, for example, a domain D in R3 bounded by a smooth surface S. Let
h: S -» R be a smooth real-valued function on S, and let St denote the surface
obtained by displacing each point of S by the vector thN, where N is the unit
exterior normal field to S. If A(t) is the area of St and V(t) is the volume
enclosed by St9 then the formulae for the first variation are
,4'(0)= - (hHdA,

(2.1)

V'(0) - f h dA,

(2.2)
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where H is the mean curvature of S with respect to the normal N. Now it is
intuitively clear, and not hard to verify, that if there exists a function h for
which V'(0) = 0 and A'(0) =£ 0, then applying a similarity transformation
with factor (V/V(t))l/3 transforms the surface St into a surface St bounding
a volume V and having surface area A(t) which for all small values of t will
be either strictly greater than or strictly less than A, depending on the sign of
/. Thus, in order for the original surface S to have minimum area among all
surfaces bounding the same volume V, it must be true that whenever
fsh dA = 0, also jshH dA = 0. It follows then that H must be constant on S.
Namely, if H had different values at two points then one could choose h to be
zero except on small neighborhoods of each point, and to have opposite signs
on these neighborhoods in such a manner that fsh dA = 0, but ]shH dA >
0. The corresponding variation would have the effect geometrically of
"rounding out" the surface 5, in the sense that it would pull in the surface at
the point where the mean curvature was larger, and push it out a roughly
equal amount at the point where it was smaller. This would preserve the
volume, but decrease the surface area.
The conclusion of this argument is therefore:
LEMMA 2 A. If a surface S has minimum area among all surfaces bounding the
same volume, then the mean curvature of S must be constant.

One is thus led to the question, "is a surface of constant mean curvature
necessarily a sphere?" This question has a long and interesting history. It has
a physical counterpart in the question "can a soap bubble have any other
shape than a sphere?" The physical properties of soap films have as a
consequence that the mean curvature of the film at each point is proportional
to the difference in air pressure on the two sides. Thus a soap bubble must
have a constant mean curvature determined by the difference in pressure on
the inside and outside.
The first result obtained was due to Liebmann in 1900 [1]. He showed that
if a compact, strictly convex surface in R3 has constant mean curvature, then
it must be a sphere.
It may be worth remarking here that one of the differences between the
isoperimetric problem in two dimensions and in higher dimensions is that in
two dimensions the result for convex domains immediately implies the
general result. Namely, given a nonconvex domain in the plane, its convex
hull has greater area than the original domain and shorter boundary length.
On the other hand, for certain nonconvex domains in R3, such as those with a
sharp exterior spike, the convex hull has both greater volume and greater
surface area.
Returning to the problem of surfaces of constant mean curvature, Heinz
Hopf in 1951 [1] proved a much stronger version of Liebmann's theorem in
which no convexity assumptions were needed, and in fact the surface could
even be allowed to have self-intersections. The only requirement was that the
surface be defined by a regular map of a 2-sphere into R3. A. D. Aleksandrov
in 1958 [3] generalized Liebmann's theorem in a different direction. Using an
ingenious geometric argument, he showed that any surface of constant mean
curvature, with no assumptions on its topological type, must be a sphere. On
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the other hand, the surface was not allowed to have self-intersections. In a
later paper [4], Aleksandroff generalized his result in various ways, including
the admission of certain surfaces with self-intersections. However, the general
question of whether there may exist surfaces of higher topological type (say,
like the torus) with self-intersections, and with constant mean curvature,
remains unanswered.
Just in the past year a purely analytic proof of Aleksandroff s theorem has
been obtained by Reilly [1], [2]. Unlike Hopfs method of proof, which uses
complex variables arguments and is valid only for two dimensional surfaces,
both Aleksandrov's and Reilly's proofs hold for hypersurfaces of constant
mean curvature in R" for all it > 3. Since the variational arguments given
above extend immediately to arbitrary dimension, and since the surfaces
occurring there are boundaries of domains and hence free of self-intersections, one arrives at the following result: Suppose a hypersurface S in Rn
has minimum (n — \)-dimensional area among all surfaces enclosing the same
volume. Then it must have constant mean curvature, and hence be a sphere.
At first glance this may seem to settle the isoperimetric problem in higher
dimensions. However, on closer inspection it turns out to be essentially a
strong uniqueness theorem. No surface other than a sphere can have minimum
area with respect to all those enclosing the same volume. What is missing is
an existence theorem asserting that there does indeed exist some surface of
least area. Exactly the same objection applies to the many ingenious
geometric arguments of Steiner for showing the isoperimetric property of the
circle and the sphere. (For an excellent discussion of this question, see
Chapter X of the book of Pólya [2].) The lack of an existence theorem was
explicitly pointed out by H. A. Schwarz [1, Vol. II, p. 327], who went on to
give the first complete proof of the isoperimetric inequality in R3. We shall
not, however, pursue this line any further, but rather, we turn to an entirely
different approach to the problem.
First, a general remark. If we start with a relatively smooth boundary,
adding "wiggles" to it will have very little effect on the volume enclosed, but
will greatly increase the surface area. Thus, one has the somewhat ironic
situation that the more irregular the boundary, the stronger will be the
isoperimetric inequality, but the harder it is to prove. The fact is, the
isoperimetric inequality holds in the greatest generality imaginable, but one
needs suitable definitions even to state it.
In the two-dimensional case, there is no problem. If the boundary curve is
not rectifiable, then we may set L = oo, and the inequaltiy holds in a trivial
sense. If on the other hand it is rectifiable, then by the very definition of
rectifiability, its length is the limit of the lengths of approximating polygons,
and one can easily derive the isoperimetric inequality in the most general case
from the special case of polygons.
In higher dimensions, complications of an entirely different order arise.
There are many different definitions of surface area, various ones being more
suited for various purposes, and although they all agree for sufficiently
smooth surfaces, they may well give different values in less standard circumstances. This problem is particularly critical in the calculus of variations,
since in order to obtain a solution, one wants typically to assume the least
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possible regularity to begin with, and then show that smoothness is a
consequence of some extremal property. It is only by examining the
consequences of a given definition of surface area that one can decide upon
its appropriateness or "correctness". The validity of the isoperimetric
inequality is, in fact, one criterion that has been used. See, in particular, the
highly interesting papers of Besicovitch [1], [3] and Radó [2]; also Radó [3, p.
560].
The notion that is most suited for our purposes is that of the Minkowski
content. In order to define it, we must assume that we have a well-defined
notion of volume for open sets in Rn, the obvious one being «-dimensional
Lebesgue measure. We shall use the following notation:
V(A) = volume of the set A,
Brn(a) = {JC E R": \x - a\ < r}9
B? = B?(p)9
<o„ = V{Bnx).

S?-'(a) - {x e R": \x - a\ = r),

s; = s;(0),

Further, given an arbitrary set E9 define
Er = {x G Rn: 3y e E 3 \x - y\ < r}.
Thus Er is an open set consisting of all points within distance r of E: a
"thickening" or "tube-domain" about E.
For any integer k, 1 < k < n - 1, set
Mk(E)=Km

^

(2.3)

Mk(E) is called the k-dimensional Minkowski content of E. More properly, it
should be called the "lower outerfc-dimensionalMinkowski content," but we
will opt for informality. For a complete discussion of its properties, and a
proof that in favorable circumstances its value coincides with that obtained
from a whole array of other definitions, we refer to the book of Fédérer [1,
3.2.37,3.2.39, and 3.2.26].
From elementary properties of volume, it follows from V{B") = con9 that
V(B?) = <*nr».
(2.4)
Thus the denominator in the definition of Mk(E) is the volume of a ball of
radius r in Rn~k. If one thinks of E as being a A>dimensional manifold, then
one may think of this ball as lying in the (n —fc)-dimensionalaffine space
perpendicular to the ^-dimensional tangent plane to E at each point, and the
definition of Mk(E) is based on the idea that for small r, the volume of the
tube domain Er is approximately equal to the measure of E times the
"cross-sectional area" perpendicular to E.
Let us test out the definition to compute the surface area of the sphere
S?"1. If E - S?-\ then for 0 < p<r9Ep = Brn+p - Brn_p9 and
V(Ep) = <o„(r + p)n- <o„(r - p)*= a>n]2nr»-*f> + l ^ ' V
Thus

+•••].
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M„_, (Srl

) = üm -

^

= no>nr"-\

(2.5)

since <o, = 2.
From this we conclude that if D is the ball J5/1, then by (2.4) and (2.5), its
volume V and surface area A are given by
V = œnrH9

A = nunrn-l9

so that
An = nniùnVn~\

(2.6)
n

The isoperimetric inequality for domains in R then states that if D is an
arbitrary domain in Rn, its volume V and surface area A are related by
An > nnunVn-\

(2.7)

with equality if and only if D = B"(a) for some r and a.
In accordance with our discussion above, the quantity A in (2.7) is
understood to be Mn_x(S), where S is the boundary of D. Note that no
regularity assumptions whatever are made concerning S.
A very short proof of the isoperimetric inequality can be given by using the
Brunn-Minkowski inequality:
[V{A + B)]i/n>[V(A)]1/n+[V(B)]i/n,

(2.8)

for two sets A, B in R", where the sum of two sets is defined by
A + B - {x +y:x GA,y G B).
For example, the set Er occurring in the definition of Minkowski content can
be written as
Er = E + Brn.
Consider now an arbitrary domain D in Rn. Let E be its boundary and let
Z>r = D + Brn. Then by (2.8) and (2.4), setting V(D) - V9
V(Dr)>([V(D)]l/n+[V(Bnr)
= (F 1 /* +[o>nrn]l/n)">

V + nV{n-Wno>ynr9

and
(V(Dr) - V(D))/r

> no>ynV{n-x)/n.

But the numerator on the left-hand side corresponds to "half of the set Er\
namely, it is the part of Er lying outside the domain D. An analogous
argument leads to a similar inequality for the part of Er lying inside D.
Combining the two, and letting r tend to zero, yields
Mn_x(E) > nù>ynV{n-lVn9
which is the isoperimetric inequality (2.7).
For complete details of this argument, as well as a proof of the BrunnMinkowski inequality, we refer to the book of Fédérer [1, 3.2.41, 3.2.43].
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We conclude with several remarks. First, we note that the generalized
forms of the isoperimetric inequality for self-intersecting curves also extend to
self-intersecting surfaces. If S is such a surface in R", its complement will be a
number of domains Dk with respect to which S has a well-defined index nk. If
Vk is the volume of Dk and A the area of S, then (1.9) generalizes to
A» > nnu\^\nk\Vk]n~X

(2.9)

An>n^n[^\nk\^n^Vk]n'\

(2.10)

while (1.10) becomes

For n = 3, (2.9) is proved by Radó [2, §4.7], while for arbitrary n, (2.9) and
(2.10) follow from Fédérer and Fleming [1, p. 487],
Next we note the importance of an additional quantity:
M=[H,

(2.11)

which arises as the first variation of area for a family of parallel surfaces to S9
as one sees by setting h = - 1 in (2.1). Note that for the sphere S29 H = \/r
and M * Amr. The relevance of this quantity to the isoperimetric inequality
was pointed out by Minkowski, who derived two inequalities for convex
domains in R3:
A2 > 3MV

(2.12)

M2 > 4irA.

(2.13)

and
Combining these two, one obtains
A3 > 36TTV29

(2.14)

which is precisely the case n = 3 of the isoperimetric inequality (2.7), since
co3 = 4TT/3.

Finally, we note that Pólya [1] in 1917 gave an interesting interpretation of
Minkowski's inequality (2.13) using the notions of geometric probability
introduced by Crofton. Given two sets E, E' in space, one can ask what is the
relative probability that a random line (or a random plane) will intersect E or
E'. In order to answer the question, one must define a measure on the set of
all lines (or planes) and compare the measures of the subsets whose members
intersect E and E' respectively. This was done by Crofton for lines in the
plane, and he showed that if E and E' were domains bounded by closed
convex curves C, C' (or equivalently, if E and E' were the curves themselves)
then the relative probability of a random line intersecting E or E' was
proportional to the relative lengths L, L' of C and C'. In his paper, Pólya [1]
showed that there was a unique measure, up to a constant factor, on the set of
lines in the plane, if one placed the obvious requirements on the measure,
such as invariance under Euclidean motion, and that this measure is precisely
the one used by Crofton. Thus by suitable normalization, the value of the
measure for the set of lines intersecting a closed convex curve would equal
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the length of the curve. Similarly, there is a unique measure on the set of lines
in space, and suitably normalized, its value on the set of lines intersecting a
closed convex surface is precisely the area of that surface. Finally, the
appropriately normalized measure on the set of all planes in space gives as the
measure of the subset of planes intersecting a given closed convex surface 5,
precisely the quantity M defined in (2.11). The interpretation of Minkowski's
inequality (2.13), in view of the fact that equality holds for a sphere, is that
"among all closed convex surfaces that are equally likely to be hit by an
arbitrary plane, the sphere is the most likely to be hit by an arbitrary line."
This property in fact characterizes the sphere, since equality holds in (2.13)
only for the sphere.
The theory of geometric probability was later taken up by Blaschke [3] who
rechristened the subject "integral geometry" and initiated a period of renewed
activity. One of the main contributors was Santaló, whose results included a
number of new isoperimetric inequalities, as well as new proofs of known
inequalities. For details on this, as well as an overview of the entire field, see
the recent book of Santaló [4].
3. Analytic inequalities. In §1 we saw that the isoperimetric inequality in the
plane was equivalent to the purely analytic inequality of Wirtinger. Wirtinger's inequality holds for functions of period 2TT, which may be considered as
functions on the unit circle S}. There is a generalized Wirtinger's inequality

ƒ /=o=*r m2>-2f
J

f2>

(3l)

J
sp
sp
r Jsp
for functions defined on an «-sphere. An equivalent form of (3.1) is obtained
by considering an arbitrary function g on S" and subtracting off its average
value g = JSng/fsA:

(\^8\2>-2f(g"S)2'

J

M'

sp
r Jsp
It does not seem that these higher dimensional Wirtinger inequalities (also
called in some places, Poincaré inequalities) can be used to derive the higher
dimensional isoperimetric inequality. There are, however, interesting relations
discovered recently by Chavel and Reilly. We shall return to this question at
the end of §5. We turn now to another important analytic inequality with
even closer ties to the isoperimetric inequality.
Let us consider first the case of a plane domain D. Then the Sobolev
inequality states
ƒ has compact support in D =» I f | V/| J > 4IT J f2.

(3.2)

THEOREM3.1.2 The Sobolev inequality (3.2) is equivalent to the isoperimetric
inequality
L2 > ATTA.
2

(3.3)

The relation between isoperimetric inequalities and Sobolev inequalities was apparently first
pointed out independently by Fédérer and Fleming [1, p. 487] and by V. G. Maz'ya [1, pp.
884-885].
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More specifically, the validity of the isoperimetric inequality for all
domains with smooth boundary implies the Sobolev inequality for arbitrary ƒ
and D9 and conversely.
In one direction, the implication is almost immediate. Let D be a domain
with smooth boundary C, and for small e > 0 define
f(

JAP)

.

f 1,

Hd(p9C)>e9

\d(p9C)/e9

iîd(p9C)<e9

where d(p, C) is the distance from/? to C. Then^ can be approximated by
smooth functions with compact support so that Sobolev's inequality will also
hold lorft. As e -* 09fe -> Xz» the characteristic function of D9 and
J

JD

D

On the other hand, if Ce = {p: d(p9 C) < e}9 then
(l/e
1 M

inDnQ

[0

mD\Dt.

Thus

L

Area(2> n Ce)

As e -» 0, the limit on the right-hand side is essentially the quantity defined in
(2.3) as the Minkowski content MX{C\ and for a smooth curve C it coincides
with the length of C. Thus (3.2) =» (3.3),
To obtain the reverse inequality, the idea is to carry out the integration first
along the level curves of ƒ, and then with respect to the parameter defining
the level curves. We introduce the following notation:
Let

J>(0 = {(*>y) G D- l/(*.JOI > '}>

MO - Area(Z)(0),

C ( 0 = {(x9y) e Z): \f(x9y)\ - / } ,
L(/) - length(C(0),
^ » parameter of arc length along C(t)9
a = parameter of arc length along an orthogonal trajectory
to the family { C(t))9 increasing with t.
Note that by Sard's Theorem, the set of singular values / for which Vf » 0
somewhere on C(t) has measure zero. For all other values of t9 C{t) is a
regular level set consisting of a finite number of smooth curves that together
bound the domain D (/). Note that
\Vf\ = \df/do\= dt/do9
so that the area element in D has the form
dxdy - dsda =\Vf\~lds dt
in a neighborhood of each point on a regular curve C(t). It follows that for
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an arbitrary function h(x, y),
ffh(x,y)\Vf\

dx dy = ƒ °°[ f h ds] du
J
o [Jc(t)
J
This is sometimes called the coarea formula.
In the case of interest to us, h = 1, and

(3.4)

D

ff\Vf\dxdy=rL(t)dt.

(3.5)
D
°
Thus the left-hand side of the Sobolev inequaUty represents precisely an
integrated length of level curves of/. Applying the isoperimetric inequaUty to
each of the domains D (/), yields
(3.6)
ƒ ƒ | Vf\ dxdy> 2 W r°°^4(ö" dt.
D
°
We next express theright-handside of the Sobolev inequality in a similar
manner. If one considers the domain defined by 0 < t < |/(x,j>)| in 3dimensional x,y, /-space, and integrates two different ways over this domain,
one finds
dx dy
D

D

L''0

\dxdy\ dt= ritA(t)dt.
;|/(*,.y)|

(3.7)

J

It remains to compare theright-handsides of (3.6) and (3.7). But since A(t) is
a decreasing function of t, one has

t\jl(î) < f y^ÖT dr,
•'O

tA{t) <^4(ö" J f ' v ^ dr = \ | [ J o ' \ ^ j " dr
n2

f°°2tA(t) dt <[ ƒ °Vï(Ö" dt

(3.8)

Combining (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) gives Sobolev's inequality (3.2).
COROLLARY.

. . (foWlf
inf

,

— = 47T,

„„
(3.9)

where % is the family of smooth functions with compact support in D.
Our proof of the equivalence of (3.2) and (3.3) showed that whatever
constant worked in one inequality would also hold for the other. Thus, the
left-hand side of (3.9) could not be smaller than Am, since that would imply
the isoperimetric inequality with a constant less than 4?r, which is false.
We are now in a position to explain why the squares of the winding
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numbers occur in the Banchoff-Pohl inequahty (1.10). Given a closed plane
curve C, let ƒ be the function whose value at each point in the complement of
C is the winding number of C with respect to the point. Then the right-hand
side of the Sobolev inequality coincides with the right-hand side of (1.10).
Since crossing a simply-traversed arc of the curve C has the effect of
changing the value of ƒ by one, an approximation argument analogous to that
used in Theorem 3.1 yields again L for the limiting value of J|V£|. Thus (3.2)
implies (1.10). The coefficients n\ in (1.10) occur because it is the L-two norm
of ƒ that is bounded above (by the Lx norm of | V/|) in the Sobolev inequality
(3.2).
It is worth noting that the value 4TT that enters in (3.9) is totally independent of the domain D. The situation is radically different if one considers a
slightly different quotient, by taking the square in the numerator inside the
integral sign.
THEOREM 3.2. If

fp\V?

IsL LErjr

= x,)

(3 10)

-

where Wx is the set of piecewise smooth functions in D vanishing on the
boundary, then \x is the smallest eigenvalue of the equation
A/+A/=0

(3.11)

for solutions having zero boundary values.
This is a well-known result of partial differential equations, and can be
found for instance, in the book of Garabedian [1, Chapter 11].
The quotient on the left of (3.10) is called the Rayleigh quotient. Unlike the
left-hand side of (3.9), it is not dimensionally invariant. If one applies a
similarity transformation to the domain Z), multiplying distances by a factor
h9 then the left-hand side of (3.10) is divided by h2. Thus, to understand the
dependence of Xx on the domain Z>, it is sufficient to normalize by fixing for
example the area of D. One then has the result
THEOREM 3.3. Among all domains D havingfixedarea, the left side of (3.10)
attains a minimum if and only if D is a circular disk.

The interest in this theorem derives from the physical interpretation of the
quantity \x. Equation (3.11) arises from separating space and time variables
in the wave equation. If a homogeneous stretched membrane has the shape of
the domain/), and is attached at the boundary, then solutions of (3.11) with
zero boundary values represent the amplitude of vibrations of the membrane
with frequency VX. The eigenvalues \ , are thus the squares of the
frequencies of free vibration of the membrane, and the quantity A, given by
(3.10) corresponds to the lowest frequency, or the "fundamental tone" of the
membrane.
The first statement of Theorem 3.3 is due to Rayleigh in his fundamental
treatise The theory of sound [1, §210]. He writes, "If the area of a membrane
be given, there must evidently be some form of boundary for which the pitch
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(or the principal tone) is the gravest possible, and this form can be no other
than the circle." By way of evidence, he offers a variational argument
showing that the first variation of XY is positive under variations that start
with a circular domain and vary it keeping the area constant. He also lists a
number of special domains for which A, can be computed, such as various
rectangles, triangles, and circular sectors, and it seems apparent that the more
the domains deviate from circularity, the higher the value of \x.
The first actual proofs of Theorem 3.3 were given by Faber [1] and Krahn
[1], and the theorem itself is generally referred to as the Faber-Krahn
theorem. Its proof makes use of the standard isoperimetric inequality L2 >
4irA, in a manner analogous to the proof of the Sobolev inequality given
above, together with the technique of symmetrization. (See, for example,
Garabedian [1, p. 413].)
Rayleigh also has some discussion of the case of nonhomogeneous
membranes, corresponding to a drum made of material of variable density.
The Faber-Krahn theorem was generalized by Nehari [1] to membranes of
variable density p(x,y) provided that log p(x,y) is a subharmonic function.
Specifically, among all such membranes with the same total mass, the
minimum of \x is attained for a circular membrane with constant density.
Nehari's proof follows along similar lines to that of Faber and Krahn, but
then reduces to showing that for simply connected subdomains G of D with
boundary curve C,

f ƒ Vp ds\ > 4irf ƒ pdxdy.
(For/? constant, this is the familiar L2 > 4TTA.) By taking the least harmonic
majorant of log/?, and completing to an analytic function ƒ(z), the above
inequality follows from

[jW)\d*]

> 4* ƒ ƒ\f(z)\2 dx dy,
G

where ƒ (z) is analytic in G and different from zero in G u C. (We shall meet
this same inequality in a different context in (4.10) below.) Nehari concludes
the proof by setting ƒ (z) = F\z\ and observing that this inequality then
reduces to the generalized isoperimetric inequality (1.8) for self-intersecting
curves, applied to the image curve F(C) and the multiply-covered image
domain F(G).
There are many other results of a similar nature, referred to as
isoperimetric inequalities of mathematical physics, where extrema are sought
for various quantities of physical signficance. We shall go into somewhat
more detail about this type of problem in §6 below.
There are several remarks worth making about the particular extremal
problem (3.10).
First, in the one-dimensional case, where D is an interval, a < x < b9
equation (3.11) becomes/" + \f = 0, and the solutions with zero boundary
values are sin mt(x - a)/(b - a\ for all integers n. The corresponding
eigenvalues are \ , = [nir/(b - a)]2. Thus (3.10) becomes
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This is clearly a close relative of (1.4), and it is also referred to as Wirtinger's
inequality. It may also be used in essentially the same way that we used (1.4)
to give another proof of the isoperimetric inequality in the plane. (See Lewy
[l,p.41].)
In the one-dimensional case, the physical model is the vibrating string. By
the remarks above, the fundamental frequency is IT//, where / is the length of
the string, and all the other frequencies are integer multiples of that one.
In the two-dimensional case, the set of frequencies obeys no such simple
law, and in fact, depends in a complicated way on the shape of the domain D.
A problem much studied in recent years is the "isospectral problem". Can
two different domains (i.e.-not congruent) have the same set of \9 or
equivalently, the same set of frequencies? This problem has also been given
the picturesque name: "Can you hear the shape of a drum?" One approach
has been to try to find expressions for geometric properties of D in terms of
the \ . Among those that have been so expressed are the connectivity of D,
the length of its boundary, and its area. It follows, for example, that a
multiply-connected domain can never have the same set of frequencies as a
simply-connected one. It follows further that from the frequencies one can
immediately determine if the drum is circular: evaluate L, evaluate A and
check whether L2 = Am A !
Incidentally, this is the only case so far in which the isospectral problem for
plane domains has been settled. For more details on this question we refer to
the papers of Kac [1], Berger [1], [3].
Let us conclude by noting the following extensions from two dimensions to
higher dimensional euclidean spaces. Let D be a domain in Rn.
1. The Sobolev inequahty takes the form
inf
6

n/in i

= «"«_;

(3.13)

' * (io\f\ - r
the equivalence to the isoperimetric inequality in R" follows along similar
lines to the 2-dimensional proof. (See for example, Fédérer and Fleming [1, p.
487], or Bombieri [1, p. 17].) For further aspects of the relationship between
isoperimetric and Sobolev inequalities see Aubin [1], [3], Maz'ya [1], [2], and
Talenti [1].
2. The Rayleigh quotient
2

fM\
i£

M, rjr - xi

( 3 - 14 )

f^
iof2
again gives the lowest eigenvalue of the problem A/ + \f = 0 in Z>, ƒ = 0 on
the boundary. Krahn [2] showed by means of the «-dimensional isoperimetric
inequality (2.7), that among all domains D with given volume, the sphere
provides the smallest value of \ v
3. Wirtinger's inequality, Lemma 1.1, has the following analog in ndimensions. Let D be a convex domain in Rn, and let d be the diameter of D.
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Then

//-0-/jVJ|»>(2)7/.

(3.15)

The constant (n/d)2 cannot be replaced by any smaller one that is valid for
all convex domains.
This result is due to Payne and Weinberger [1]. (See also Chavel and
Feldman [1].) To place it in the context of our earlier inequalities, let us
denote by ^2toefamily of functions in D satisfying jjj = 0, and let
mf

— = vx.

(3.16)

Then vx is the first nontrivial eigenvalue of the "free membrane problem":
A/ + vf - 0 in D,
df/dn = 0 on dD.
(3.17)
The first eigenvalue is v0 = 0, corresponding to the nonzero constant
functions. The family S^ consists of those functions orthogonal to the first
eigenspace of constant functions. The fact that vx > 0 guarantees that for any
domain D one has a "Poincaré inequality":

Jj-o^fj^A^'ifj2'

( 3 - 18 )

where vx depends only on D. When D is convex, the Payne-Weinberger result
(3.15) asserts that vx > (it/df.
4. The isoperimetric inequality on surfaces. Most histories of the isoperimetric problem begin with its legendary origins in the "Problem of Queen
Dido". Her problem (or at least one of them) was to enclose an optimal
portion of land using a leather thong fashioned from oxhide. I only mention
it here to point out that if Dido's was the true original isoperimetric problem,
then all that we have said so far is irrelevant, since what is wanted is a
solution not in the plane, but on a curved surface.
An interesting solution to the isoperimetric problem for curves on the
sphere was given by F. Bernstein in 1905 [1]. Before stating his result, let us
see what form one should expect the isoperimetric inequality to take on a
sphere. Given a spherical cap, we want to find a relation between its area and
the length of the boundary circle. Concerning the area, it is convenient to
remember that on a given sphere the area of a zone cut out by a pair of
parallel planes depends only on the distance between the planes. It follows
that the area is proportional to the distance h between the planes; A = ch. If
the sphere has radius R, then when h = 2R one gets the full area of the
sphere: A = 4irR2. Hence c = 2TTR, and the area of any zone is A = ImRh.
Applying this to the case where one plane is tangent to the sphere, we obtain
a circular cap whose boundary circle lies in a plane and has a radius there
equal to the mean proportional between h and 2R — h. Thus its length is
— h) , and we have the relation
L2 = 4vA - A2/R2

(4.1)

for a circular cap on a sphere of radius R.
Thus, L2 — ATTA is not nonnegative on a sphere. However, if the circle is to
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have smallest length among all curves bounding a fixed area, then the
isoperimetric inequality on the sphere should take the form
L2 > 4mA - A2/R2

(4.2)

with equality only for a circle.
What Bernstein proved was the inequality
L2 - 4mA + A2/R2

> (2Rg(R)f (2m + g(R)2),

(4.3)

for convex curves on a sphere of radius R9 where
g(R) - à*[d/4(l

+ 2v)R],

and d is the minimum width of circular annuli on the sphere containing the
given curve. Since the right-hand side of (4.3) is nonnegative, (4.2) is an
immediate consequence.
An unexpected additional feature of Bernstein's result is that it yields a
brand new relation for convex curves in the plane by simply using the
inequality (4.3) and letting the radius R of the sphere tend to infinity:
L2 - 4mA > cd2

(4.4)

where c is a positive constant, and d is the width of the narrowest circular
annulus containing the curve.
The left-hand side of (4.4) is called the isoperimetric deficit of the curve. It
provides a measure of how far the curve deviates from a circle. Inequality
(4.4) accomplished three things simultaneously:
(i) it shows L2 > 4mA for every curve;
(ii) it shows that L2 = 4mA only when d = 0 and the curve is a circle;
(iii) it gives a quantitative estimate of the isoperimetric deficit for any given
curve.
This is in contrast to most of the nineteenth-century proofs, which, as we
mentioned earlier, needed two separate arguments: one, such as Steiner's or
the calculus of variations argument, to show that only the circle could be an
extremum, and a separate one to show that an extremum exists.
Starting in 1921, Bonnesen wrote a series of papers proving inequalities like
(4.4). He showed that (4.4) holds with c = 4TT, and that this is the best
possible constant. Other inequalities of this type obtained by Bonnesen are
L2 - 4mA >(L2

L -4mA

Imp)2,
2

>{L-2mR) ,

(4.5)
(4.6)

and, as a consequence of these two,
L2 - 4mA > m2(R - p)2.

(4.7)

The quantities p and R represent the radii of inscribed and circumscribed
circles, respectively, for the curve C. Bonnesen proved inequalities (4.5)-(4.7)
for convex curves only, but they are in fact true for arbitrary rectifiable
Jordan curves. For these, and many related results, see the book of Bonnesen
[2] and the recent paper of Osserman [4].
To return to domains on the sphere, note that inequality (4.2) can also be
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written as

L2 > AA/R\

(4.8)

2

where A * 4irR — A is the area of the complementary domain on the
sphere. In fact, if one starts with a simple closed rather than a domain, then
to speak of "the area bounded by the curve" is not jneaningful, since it
divides the sphere in two parts, with areas A and A = 4TTR2 — A. The
meaning of (4.8) is that if L < 2TTR9 then the smaller of A and A is
maximized when the curve is a circle of length L. (If L > 2TTR, then (4.8)
holds trivially, since the right-hand side is never jnore than ÇLTTR)2. In that
case (4.8) does not imply any bounds on A and A, which is as jit should be,
since when L > 2ITR, one may choose any positive numbers A, A, whose sum
is 4ITR29 and there will exist infinitely many distinct curves of length L
dividing the sphere into two parts with areas A and A.)
Since a closed curve on the surface of the sphere always bounds at least
two domains, it seems even more natural than in the plane to allow the curve
to have self-intersections and ask how its length is related to the areas of the
various domains into which it divides the sphere. This has been done recently
by Weiner [1]. Using the techniques of Banchoff and Pohl, he obtains an
inequality analogous to (1.10) involving the squares of winding numbers, such
that when the curve is free of self-intersections, the inequality reduces to (4.8).
The consideration of the isoperimetric problem on curved surfaces goes
quite a way back, at least to an 1842 paper of Steiner [1]. If one assumes that
a smooth closed curve on a surface bounds a domain of maximum area
among all curves of the same length, then a calculus of variations argument,
analogous to the one we have given in §2, shows that the curve must have
constant geodesic curvature. This fact is mentioned in Steiner's paper [1, p.
150], and a proof was given in 1878 by Minding [1]. A detailed discussion is
given in §18 of an extraordinary paper of Erhard Schmidt [4]. This paper
provides an extended analysis of the isoperimetric problem on surfaces. In
particular, in §17 Schmidt gives conditions under which there do not exist any
simple closed curves of constant geodesic curvature. It follows from the above
variational argument that for such surfaces, the isoperimetric problem does
not have a solution, in the sense that there is no domain that has maximal
area for fixed boundary length. On the other hand, one may still be able to
find an isoperimetric inequality giving an upper bound for the area of a
domain in terms of the length of its boundary. The remainder of this section
is devoted to that formulation of the problem. It turns out that for many
applications it is precisely that sort of a bound that is needed, rather than the
existence of an extremal domain.
It is convenient to consider separately two parts of the general problem.
Part I. Find those classes of surfaces and domains on them for which the
classical isoperimetric inequality
L2 -4TTA>Q

(4.9)

remains valid.
Part II. In those cases where (4.9) does not hold, find appropriate analogs,
such as (4.2) for the sphere.
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We begin with the first of these questions.
Part I. The first result of this nature is due to Carleman [2], who showed in
1921 that (4.9) holds for a simply-connected domain on a minimal surface.
His proof uses complex function theory. Note that if F(z) maps the unit disk
conformally onto a domain Z), then the area A of D and its boundary length
L are given by
L = f^\f(ei9)\

A = jf 'f^\f(re i9 )\ 2 r

d9,

dr dB,

where ƒ (z) = F'(z). Thus the isoperimetric inequality (4.9) implies

[ ƒ 2 V(*")K Ö ] > ^f^flfi^fr

dr d9,

(4.10)

for functions ƒ of the type considered. Carleman turned this around, and gave
a direct proof of (4.10) for arbitrary analytic functions ƒ (z).
A simply-connected minimal surface in R" is given by a map of the unit
disk into Rn for which each coordinate function xk is harmonic and has the
further property that the functions
<pk(z) = dxk/dx - idxk/dy,
z = x + iy,
(4.11)
are analytic and satisfy
£[<P*(Z)]SEO.

(4.12)

The area A of the image and length L of its boundary are given by

<{\
2

A

=foC^

2 \<Pk(eie)\2 M

,1, l<p*(re*)|2r dr d9-

(4.13)

(414)

Applying (4.10) to each <pk9 summing over k, and then applying the
Minkowski inequality (see, for example, Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [1, p.
146])

2(/^),<(/[2*ni.
with ftt = |^| 2 , gives (4.9).
A quite different argument, due to Blaschke [2, p. 247] gives some insight
into why one might expect the classical isoperimetric inequality to hold also
on minimal surfaces. Consider a surface S in R3 that has least area among all
surfaces with the same boundary curve C. Let its area be A and its boundary
length L. Let S' be the cone over C with vertex at some point of C. Then S"
has the same boundary as 5, and hence its area A' is not less than A. But
since it is a cone, 5" can be developed onto a plane domain Z>, preserving its
area and the length of its boundary. By the classical isoperimetric inequality
in the plane, L2 > A*nA' > ATTA. This argument is certainly a pretty one, but
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should be regarded as more heuristic thanrigorous.For one thing, there is no
reason to assume that S" will develop onto a simply covered plane domain, so
at the least one would have to invoke a generalized inequality for self-interesting curves in the plane, such as (1.9). In any case, it is valid only for
area-minimizing surfaces, while Carleman's holds for arbitrary minimal
surfaces.
In 1933 Beckenbach and Radó [1] generalized Carleman's inequality (4.10),
showing that it was valid if in place of |/|, one used any non-negative
function whose logarithm is subharmonic. As a consequence they showed
that the isoperimetric inequality (4.9) holds for simply-connected domains on
arbitrary surfaces of nonpositive Gauss curvature. But the converse of this
statement was already known: if L2 — 4mA > 0 for all simply-connected
domains on a surface, then the Gauss curvature K of the surface can never be
positive. Namely, given any point/? of the surface, let L(r) be the length of
the geodesic circle of radius r centered at/?, and let A(r) be the area of the
corresponding disk. One has the asymptotic formulas

L(r) =

2mr-ZK(p)r3+0(r%

A(r) =

mr2-^K(p)r*+0(r%

(see, for example, doCarmo [1, p. 292] or Blaschke and Leichtweiss [1, p. 204])
from which it follows that
K(p) = - Urn

L(r)2-4mA(r)
24

•

(4.15)

We thus conclude
THEOREM 4.1 (BECKENBACH AND RADÓ). Let S be a surface with Gauss
curvature K. Necessary and sufficient that L2 - 4mA > 0 for all simplyconnected domains on S is that K < 0 everywhere on S.

It would seem at first glance that this provides a complete solution to Part I
of our program, but that is not the case for several reasons. First of all, this
theorem applies to regular surfaces, and it is often important to allow surfaces
with various kinds of singularities. Shiffman [1] has shown that the inequality
L2 > 4mA continues to hold on two important classes of surfaces with
singularities: polyhedral surfaces whose behavior at vertices generalizes the
condition K < 0, and harmonic surfaces.
More important still, the restriction to simply-connected domains is not a
natural one. For example, a simple closed curve in R3 may bound a minimal
surface of the type of a Möbius strip, or a genus-one domain on a torus. One
would like to know if L2 > 4mA also in those cases. Another important case
arises when a portion of surface is cut off by a sphere and one wants area
bounds for the part of the surface lying inside the sphere. That part may have
arbitrary topological type and be bounded by one or more separate curves
lying on the sphere. Area bounds of this sort can be obtained by means of
isoperimetric inequalities. (See Alexander, Hoffman, and Osserman [1, p. 452]
and the discussion in §6B below.)
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The first point worth noting when one drops simple connectivity is that the
inequality L2 > 4irA does not hold for general domains on surfaces satisfying
K < 0. For example, on a cylinder (where K = 0), the length of each
boundary circle is 2mr and the area is lirrh. Thus the area can be made
arbitrarily large by increasing A, while the total boundary length L =•= Airr
remains fixed. Also, one can construct an example with a single boundary
curve using a flat torus obtained by identifying opposite pairs of sides on a
rectangle. The complement of a small disk is a domain of genus one on the
torus bounded by a single curve whose length L can be made as small as one
wishes.
In view of these examples it is something of a surprise that similar examples
cannot be constructed within the class of minimal surfaces. One has the
following results:
4.2. The isoperimetric inequality L2 > AirA holds for domains D
lying on minimal surfaces in Rn in the following cases:
(i) the boundary of D consists of a single rectifiable Jordan curve;
(ii) D is doubly connected and is bounded by two rectifiable curves \
(iii) D is bounded by a finite number of rectifiable curves lying on a sphere
centered at a point of D\
(iv) D is bounded by a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves9 and
minimizes area among all surfaces with the same boundary.
THEOREM

A number of different methods are needed for proving the various parts of
this theorem, but there is one basic formula that serves as a common starting
point. In the case n * 3, the formula goes back at least to Schwarz [1, Vol. I,
p. 329]. It is
2A * - 2 ƒ ƒ (JC - c)• HdA + f(x-c)-vds,

(4.16)

where D is a domain on an oriented surface in R", A is the area of Z>, C its
boundary, v the unit exterior normal to D, H the mean curvature vector3 of
the surface, and c is an arbitrary point in R". Note that C may consist of one
or more curves. For minimal surfaces, H = 0 and the first term on the right
vanishes, so that the area is expressed by a boundary integral. When C
consists of a single curve, then choosing c E C and making an adept
application of Wirtinger's inequality (3.12), one can show that the absolute
value of the boundary integral is at most equal to L2/2ir, with equality only if
C is a circle and v the normal vector field to the circle in the plane. This
proves part (i) in the case of an oriented surface. This proof is due to Reid [1]
for n — 3, and was extended by Hsiung [1] to arbitrary n. (See also Osserman
[1] for further details of this proof, and other uses of formula (4.16).)
It has just recently been observed by Chavel [1] that one can arrive at the
same result much more easily by using the other form of Wirtinger's
3

For a discussion of the mean curvature vector and its geometric significance in conjunction
with variation of area see, for example, §1 of Osserman, Minimal varieties, Bull. Amer. Math.
Soc. 75 (1969), 1092-1120. See also Alexander, Hoffman and Osserman [1, §3], for a proof of
(4.16) on submanifolds of arbitrary dimension.
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inequality, Lemma 1.1. (See also, a closely related paper of Reilly [3].)*In fact,
following the method used in §1, we may choose the parameter / = 2ms/L on
the boundary curve C, and choose the center of gravity of C as the origin of
coordinates. This means that
f xk(t) dt = -f- fxkds = 0,
I

JQ

k = 1 , . . . , n,

JQ

and by Lemma 1.1,
ƒ [ 4 ( 0 ] dt > \

[xk(t)\

dt, fc = 1 , . . . , « .

Summing over k gives

Using this inequality together with Schwarz' inequality and (4.16) (with
c = 0), we find
2A = ƒ x-vds

<f

\x\ ds

<yLJL\x\2ds

<£•

This proves (i) when the surface is oriented. If D is nonorientable, one may
apply the same argument to the two sheeted oriented covering surface of D,
whose boundary consists of the original boundary curve of D described
twice: once in each direction.
The proof of part (ii) depends on a more detailed study of doubly-connected minimal surfaces. Let such a surface be given by a map F of an annulus
rx<\z\<r2
into Rn, where F is assumed to extend continuously to the boundary circles
and to map them onto Jordan curves Cl9 C2. On the interior F has the
behavior described in (4.11) and (4.12). Let L(r) be the length of the image of
the circle \z\ = r, for r, < r < r2. The only case of interest is that where Cx
and C2 are rectifiable, of length Ll9 L2 say. In that case, limr^rL(r) = Lp
j = 1, 2. (See Nitsche [3, p. 517] and Feinberg [2].) The key lemma for the
case n = 3 is the following:
THEOREM 4.3.

The function L(r) satisfies
d2L/d (log r)2> L

(4.17)

with equality possible in only two cases: if F is a conformai map onto a plane
annulus, or if the image of F is a catenoid bounded by a pair of coaxial circles in
parallel planes.
Using this inequality together with (4.16) and the specific expressions for
L(r) on a catenoid, one finds that not only L2 > Am A, but a stronger
•See also a paper by Chakerian [1] that has just appeared. Using a variant of the same
argument, Chakerian proves the inequality
2ir2 C\

L

"-**>T-/J*-sH*-
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inequality:
L2 - 4mA > 2LXL2{\ - log 2).

(4.18)

(See Osserman and Schiffer [1, p. 297].)
The proof of (4.17) depends on the representation theorem for minimal
surfaces in R3, and does not go through for n > 3. The proof that L2 > 4mA
holds for all n was carried out by Feinberg [1] as follows. He first notes that a
weaker form of (4.17) will yield a weaker form of (4.18). Specifically,
Step 1. The inequality
d2L/d{log rf>a2L

(4.19)

for r, < r < r2 implies
L2 - 4mA > 47T2[2cosh atxcosh at2 - (t2 - *,)],

/, = log rr

(4.20)

Step 2. If we denote the right-hand side of (4.20) by 4m2F(tl91^ then
MinF(f„ t2) - ^ (a + V a 2 + 1 - sinh"1 - ).

(4.21)

Step 3. The right-hand sides of (4.21) is positive if and only if a2 > /?2,
where /? is the unique solution of
sinh(/? + ]/j32+l)

= l/£.

Step 4. The numerical value of /?2 in Step 3 is
Ji2~ 0.20047,
whereas (4.19) can be shown to hold with the value
a2 = 2/?r 2 ~ 0.20264.
Combining these four steps yields the inequaUty L2 > 4mA for all doublyconnected minimal surfaces in R".
The key step is thus the proof of (4.19) with the value a2 = 2/A-2. Feinberg
does this by proving an analog of the Wirtinger inequality, Lemma 1.1, but
"without the squares''. Namely

ƒ2"y(t) dt = 0 =>ƒ V ( ' ) | *>\

ƒ 2 > ( ' ) | *•

(4-22)

Note that unlike (1.4), the inequality here is a strict one. However, the
constant 2/TT is best possible, an observation of some interest in view of the
remarkably little room for maneuver in Step 4 of Feinberg's argument.
For proofs of parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.2, see Alexander, Hoffman,
and Osserman [1, p. 453], or Osserman [1, pp. 213-214].
That is the current state of progress in the problem we have considered in
Part I of this section. Before going on to Part II, I would like to mention some
questions still to be settled.
1. Does the inequality L2 > 4mA hold for all domains on minimal surfaces
in Rn, regardless of topological type?
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2. Does L2 > ATTA hold for surfaces in R3 with K < 0 and bounded by a
single curve?4
3. More generally, does L2 > 4mA hold for surfaces in Rn satisfying the
convex hull property5 and bounded by a single curve?
4. Does inequality (4.17) hold for doubly-connected minimal surfaces in R"
for all n, and if not, what is the best value of a in (4.19)?
Part II. Generalized inequalities on arbitrary surfaces. To see what one might
expect in general to replace the inequality L2 > 4irA, let us return to the case
of the sphere, with which we started the section. Since the Gauss curvature of
a sphere of radius R is given by K = \/R2, we may write the isoperimetric
inequality (4.2) for the sphere in the form
L2 > 4<rrA - KA\

(4.23)

In fact, in this form it is valid both for the sphere and for the plane, where
K = 0. One might guess that it would hold equally for the hyperbolic plane,
where K = - 1 , and this turns out to be the case. A proof was given in 1940
by Schmidt [2, p. 209].
Thus, (4.23) is the precise form of the isoperimetric inequality for all
surfaces of constant curvature, with equality in each case only for geodesic
circles. As a consequence, one sees that the effect of the Gauss curvature is to
decrease the value of L2 — 4mA as K increases. For surfaces of variable
curvature this effect has been expressed in two different forms:
THEOREM 4.3. For

a simply-connected domain D on a surface, one has the two

inequalities
L2

>4mA-2

/ƒ**

A,

(4.24)

L D

L2 >4mA-\sup#U2,

(4.25)

where K+(p) = max{#0?), 0}.
Inequalities (4.24) and (4.25) have been proved, using a variety of different
methods, by Fiala [1], Bol [1], Schmidt [4], Aleksandroff [1], [2], Huber [1],
Toponogov [1], Karcher [2], Bandle [4], Aubin [1], [3], and Chavel-Feldman
[2]. (See also Barbosa-doCarmo [3].)
Fiala [1] appears to have been the first to prove a general isoperimetric
inequality for surfaces of variable Gauss curvature. He proved (4.24) in the
real analytic case, when K > 0, using an argument based on parallel curves.
Bol [1], also using parallel curves, gives a proof of both (4.24) and (4.25),
without the restriction that K > 0 in (4.24). Schmidt [4, p. 618], proves (4.25)
for rotationally symmetric metrics using methods of the calculus of
variations. Aleksandrov [1] proves (4.25), and later [2, p. 509], states that (4.24)
4

Thc answer to this question turns out to be "no". E. Calabi and M. Gage have provided
counterexamples. In particular, Gage gives examples of surfaces of Euler characteristic x such
that L2/A tends to zero as |x| tends to infinity. That leads to a refinement of question 2: "Is there
a lower bound for L2/A depending on x?" The same modification should be made in question 3.
5
For a definition and geometric characterization of the convex hull property, see Osserman,
The convex hull property of immersed manifolds, J. Differential Geometry 6 (1971), 267-270.
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can be proved for very general surfaces using his methods of polyhedral
approximation. A paper by Aleksandrov and Strel'cov [1], [2] gives a complete proof of (4.24) together with characterization of the case where equality
holds which we discuss below. (Note that for surfaces of constant curvature
equality can hold in (4.25), but not in (4.24).) Huber [1] proves (4.24) using
methods of potential theory. He derives an analytic inequality that contains
as special cases the inequality (4.10) of Carleman, and its generalization to
subharmonic functions by Beckenbach and Radó. Toponogov [1] removes
certain restrictions in Aleksandrov's proof of (4.25) in the case sup^ K > 0.
Karcher [2] proves (4.25) for convex curves, using Aleksandrov angle
comparison theorems. Both Bandle [4] and Chavel-Feldman [2] use variants
of the parallel-curve argument. Aubin [3] applies a symmetrization argument
to reduce the proof of (4.25) to the known case of constant curvature
surfaces.
A few words on the two inequalities themselves may be helpful.
First, note that theright-handside of (4.25) is exactly equal to the square of
the length of a geodesic circle enclosing an area A on a surface of constant
curvature equal to supDK. (For constant positive curvature, that fact is just
equation (4.1).) Thus, (4.25) is a concise form of the following statement: the
length L of the boundary of a simply-connected domain D of area A on a surface
S is greater than or equal to the length of the geodesic circle bounding a disk of
the same area A on a surface of constant curvature equal to the supremum over
D of the Gauss curvature of S. It is in fact in this form that Schmidt,
Aleksandrov, and Aubin state the result.
Concerning (4.24), let us rewrite it in the form

L2 > IAIITT - ƒ ƒ * + ] .
This inequality may be viewed as providing an upper bound for the area A in
terms of L, provided ffDK+ < 2ir. Otherwise it gives no information. But this
proviso is just as it should be, since if ffDK+ > In, then no bound for A is
possible in terms of L. For example, if S consists of a semi-infinite cylinder of
radius r capped by a hemisphere, then a simply-connected domain D bounded by a cross-section of the cylinder has ffDK+ = 2ir and L = 2irr9 but it
may have arbitrarily large area.
For smooth surfaces, equality can never hold in (4.24) unless K = 0 and
the boundary curve is a geodesic circle (Huber [1, p. 245]). However, among
the more general surfaces with singularities allowed by Aleksandrov, equality
can occur, and it does so if and only if D is a right circular cone having the
given values of L and A. (See Aleksandrov and Strel'cov [2]). By rounding off
the vertex of the cone, one sees that the right side of (4.24) is best possible
within the category of smooth surfaces.
If one goes back to Fiala's paper and examines it more closely, one finds [1,
p. 336] that he proves in fact an inequality that contains both (4.24) and
Bonnesen's inequality (4.5). His proof is carried out under the restrictive
conditions that K > 0, the metric on the surface is analytic, and the domain
is bounded by an analytic curve. A proof without those restrictions was later
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given by Burago and Zalgaller [1]. The result is
pL> A + (*r-|co+)p 2 ,

(4.26)

(o+ = ƒƒ#+

(4.27)

where
D

and p is the greatest distance of a point in D to the boundary. (If D is a plane
domain, p coincides with the inradius of D: the maximum radius of a circular
disk lying in D.)
If (o+ < 2?r, (4.26) is equivalent to
L2 - 4wA + 2«+i4 > (L - (2TT - w+)p)2,

(4.28)

+

which is a stronger form of (4.24). (If co > 2TT, then (4.24) holds trivially,
with strict inequality.) For a plane domain, <o+ = 0 and (4.28) reduces to
Bonnesen's inequality (4.5).
Let us conclude this section by citing one more result, generalizing (4.24) in
a quite different way than (4.26). (See lonin [1] and Burago [2].) For any real
number X, let
Ex = [p e D: K{p) > X},
Thus, when X = 0, <oA+ =

<o+ = ƒ ƒ (K - X).

ffDK+.

4.4. Let D be a domain of area A, Euler characteristic x> and
length of boundary L. Then for any real number X,
THEOREM

L2 >

2(2TTX

- u£)A - XA2.

(4.29)

Note that if D is simply-connected, then x = h and choosing X = 0, (4.29)
reduces to (4.24). In general, when X = 0, (4.29) is of no interest unless D is
simply-connected, since otherwise x < 0 and theright-handside of (4.29) is
nonpositive. However, when X is negative the situation is different. For
example if D is a domain on a surface where K < — 1, and if we choose
X = — 1, then o)tx = 0 and (4.29) becomes
L2 > 4irXA + A2.

(4.30)

For simply-connected domains, this is just (4.25). However, for doublyconnected domains, x = 0, and we have the
COROLLARY.

For any doubly-connected domain with K < — 1, one has the

inequality
L> A.

(4.31)

To place this result in context, let us note that the inequality (4.31) follows
immediately from (4.25) for simply-connected domains with K < — 1,
whereas for triply-connected domains it is not necessarily true, as one sees by
taking the metric of constant curvature K = — 1 on the sphere punctured at
three points. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the inequality
L2 > 4mA + a2A2

(4.32)
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and its consequence
L > aA

(4.33)

hold for arbitrary domains D on a simply-connected surface S, provided
K < - a2, a > 0, on S. Namely the outer boundary of D bounds a simplyconnected domain Z>' on S for which
(L')2>4<JTA'

+

<X2(A')2

by (4.25). Since L> U and^4' > ^4, (4.32) follows immediately.
An application of the above remark is given in the proof of Theorem 6.1
below.
Inequality (4.33) is an example of a different kind of inequality between
length and area, and as such, it leads us to the subject of the following
section.
5. Isoperimetric-type inequalities. The inequalities we have considered so far
have been modeled closely on the initial classical one L2 > Am A. However,
there are many cases in which other inequalities between length and area (or
their higher dimensional equivalents) arise naturally. Some of these are
stronger inequalities for restricted cases, some are weaker inequalities for
more general cases, and some are simply different inequalities. We shall see
examples of each of these.
A. Stronger inequalities: polygons andpolyhedra. A theorem dating back to
Lhuilier in 1782 states that for a convex polygon P in the plane one has the
inequahty
L 2 > AaA

(5.1)

where a is the area enclosed by the polygon circumscribed about the unit
circle with sides parallel to the sides of P. Clearly a> ir. Furthermore,
equality holds in (5.1) if and only if P is itself circumscribed about a circle. In
fact, if P is circumscribed about a circle a radius r9 then a = A/r\ and
4aA = ÇLA/rf. But it is easily verified that
rL = 2A
(5.2)
for a polygon circumscribed about a circle of radius r. We may note
parenthetically that the proof of the isoperimetric inequality for regular
polygons given by Galileo [1, p. 62] actually uses only the fact that (5.2) holds
both for the polygon and the circle, and the proof is therefore valid for any
polygon circumscribed about a circle.
Returning to (5.1), if one fixes the number of sides of the polygon, say n9
then the minimum of a is attained for a regular polygon. Substituting the
corresponding value of a, one finds
THEOREM 5.1. For

any n-sidedpolygon in the plane,

4- >-tan->47T.
(5.3)
v
A n n
'
The above argument actually applies only to convex polygons, but then
(5.3) holds for arbitrary polygons by passing to the convex hull.
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Given a rectifiable plane curve, one can use inscribed polygons, apply (5.3),
and pass to the limit to deduce L2 > ATTA. (For details of this argument, see
Blaschke [1].) The shortcoming of this proof is that it does not allow a
characterization of the case in which equality holds. However, a modified
version will do it. Namely, with the same notation as in (5.1), if p is the largest
radius of a circle inscribed in the polygon, then
pL> A + ap2> A + irp2.

(5.4)

If C is convex and is approximated by convex polygons, this gives pL > A +
mp2 for the curve C, and that is equivalent to Bonnesen's inequality (4.5):
L2 - 4mA > (L - 2mp)2. This shows that for convex curves L2/A > 4m,
with equality only for a circle. But L2/A is always reduced when passing
from a nonconvex domain to its convex hull, so that equality is impossible for
a nonconvex domain.
For a proof of (5.4), see Fejes Tóth [1, p. 10].
The step from two to three dimensions involves difficulties of a whole new
order of magnitude. Despite important contributions by Steiner, Lindelof,
Minkowski, Steinitz, and many others, some of the most basic questions
remain open. For example, Steiner's conjecture that a regular polyhedron
minimizes the quantity S3/ V2 among all polyhedra of the same type is still
not solved for the icosahedron. However, one has the following 3-dimensional
analog of Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 5.2. Let S be the surface area of an n-sided convex polyhedron and
V the volume enclosed. Then
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and

f l(V/)(*)l .. . , „ ,
where V/refers to the intrinsic gradient of ƒ on the surface and \x - y\ is the
distance in R3 between the points x and y. Combining these two gives the
Sobolev inequality
( j > / | < w ) >2wfMfdA

(5.7)

from which (5.6) follows as before.
We should mention that the slightly weaker inequality L2 > 6A had been
obtained earlier by Nitsche [3, §554] for doubly-connected minimal surfaces,
but for that case the sharp inequality L 2 > AirA is now known, as we
indicated in §4 above.
Isoperimetric inequalities have been demonstrated for "minimal objects" of
varying descriptions and arbitrary dimensions in euclidean space, usually in
the context of Sobolev inequalities. Among the objects that have been
considered are integral currents (Fédérer and Fleming [1, §6.2], Fédérer [1,
§§4.2.10, 4.5.14]), varifolds (Almgren [1], [2], Allard [1]), minimal graphs
(Miranda [1], Bombieri, deGiorgi, and Miranda [1]), weak solutions of the
minimal surface equation (Michael and Simon [1]) and minimal submanifolds
(Allard [1] and Michael and Simon [1]). The conclusion of all of these is that
if M is an m-dimensional minimal object (in a suitable sense) in Rn, then
(5g)
Sm > cVm-\9
where V is the m-dimensional measure of M, S is the (m - l)-dimensional
measure of its boundary, and c is an absolute positive constant; that is, c is
independent of Af, depending at most on the dimensions m and n. The
conjecture is that (5.8) holds with c = mmcom.
The method of Michael and Simon has been generalized by Hoffman and
Spruck [1] to minimal submanifolds of an arbitrary Riemannian manifold.
We shall discuss their results in more detail below.
C. Other inequalities: submanifolds of Rn and Riemannian manifolds. There
are a number of inequalities, not of the form (5.8), that relate the volume of a
domain with the measure of its boundary, sometimes involving other
quantities as well.
These other inequalities arise generally in the context of arbitrary curved
surfaces and Riemannian manifolds, where the particular exponents in (5.8)
are of less significance because of the lack of homogeneity. For example, the
results cited in Part II of §4 are of this form, where an additional term
involving the Gauss curvature of the surface is included.
There is another variant that has proved valuable in recent investigations.
That is an isoperimetric inequality on submanifolds, where the extra term
involves the mean curvature of the submanifolds. When the mean curvature
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is zero, the extra term vanishes, and one obtains the isoperimetric inequaUties
for minimal surfaces that we have discussed above.
One approach to these results is by means of formula (4.16) and its higher
dimensional analogs. The formula, once more, is
A = - j f{x-c)-HdA+\
D

f(x-c)-vds.

(5.9)

J

C

In applying this formula to minimal surfaces, not much attention need be
paid to the exact definition of the mean curvature vector H. However, when
working with arbitrary surfaces, it is important to bear in mind that there are
two conflicting traditions regarding the mean curvature vector; in one, it is
the trace of the second fundamental form, and in the other it is the trace
divided by the dimension of the manifold. For a hypersurface, this amounts
to the distinction between the sum of the principal curvatures and their
average. Here we shall use their average, so that the mean curvature of a
sphere of radius r is 1/r.
The methods of Reid [1], Hsiung [1], and Chavel [1], for proving Theorem
4.2(i) consist of estimating the line integral in (5.9), and they therefore yield
an inequality valid for arbitrary domains D bounded by a single curve C:
L 2 > 4TT(A + ƒ ƒ (JC - c) • H cu\

(5.10)

where c may be an arbitrary point of C (using the method of Reid and
Hsiung) or else the center of gravity of C (by the argument of Chavel; see the
proof of Theorem 4.2(i) above).
The cases where an inequality such as (5.10) is most useful are those where
the geometry of the situation guarantees that the right-hand side is positive.
For example, if D Hes in the unit ball, and there is a uniform bound,
\H(x)\ < h at all points of Z>, then one has \x - c\ < 2, and consequently
L2 > 4TT(1 - 2h)A.

(5.11)

For simply-connected surfaces lying in the unit sphere, Heinz and
Hildebrandt [1] have proved the inequality
L2 > 8(1 - h)A,

(5.12)

extending an earlier result of Heinz [1] for surfaces of constant mean
curvature. This result is weaker than (5.11) when h is small, and it is restricted
to simply-connected surfaces. On the other hand, it is proved under weaker
regularity conditions than (5.11) (note that (5.9) needs enough smoothness up
to the boundary to apply Green's Theorem) and most importantly, it gives a
positive result in the range \ < h < 1. Heinz and Hildebrandt use (5.12) to
give an upper bound on the number of possible branch points of the surface.
Kaul [1], [2], [3] has generalized (5.10) to surfaces lying in a Riemannian
manifold, and has given a corresponding extension of the Heinz-Hildebrandt
bound on branch points. He also obtains inequaUties in the case of more than
one boundary curve.
An attempt to extend the method of Reid and Hsiung to higher dimensions
was made by Hanes [1]. However, Hanes has noted that his results are not
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correct as presented, since the inequality in his Theorem 4 requires the
condition that ƒƒ = 0, whereas it is applied on p. 531 of his paper to the
function \X\.
A more naive approach does give some kind of a bound that can be
obtained in any number of dimensions. Suppose that D lies in a ball of radius
R. We may apply (5.9), using for c the center of the ball. Since v is a unit
vector, one immediately obtains the bound
A <R^L

+ ff\H\dA\

(5.13)

with the special case
RL > 2A for minimal surfaces.

(5.14)

Note that equality holds in (5.14) if D is a disk of radius R.
For certain applications, an inequality such as (5.13) or (5.14) is all one
needs. For example, (5.14) gives a uniform bound on the area of all minimal
surfaces lying in a fixed ball and having boundary lengths uniformly bounded
(totally independent, incidentally, of topological type). For an application of
such a bound, see for example Courant [1, p. 131] or Nitsche [2, §327].
The higher-dimensional version of (5.9) for an m-dimensional submanifold
Mof R" is
V= - f (x-c)HdV+—
JM

[ (x-c)-vdS
m

(5.15)

JdM

where V is the m-dimensional measure of M, x is the position vector of M, c
is an arbitrary constant vector, H = H(x) is the mean curvature vector of M
at x9 dV is m-dimensional measure on M, dS is (m — l)-dimensional measure
on 3Af, and v is the unit exterior normal to M ; that is, v is a unit vector lying
in the tangent space to M, orthogonal to dM and directed outward from M.
If M Hes in a ball of radius R, then choosing c to be the center of the ball
gives

where S is the (m - l)-dimensional measure of dM. In particular, if supM\H\
= h < \/R, then (5.16) implies
S > m{\/R - h)V

(5.17)

and for minimal submanifolds, where H = 0,
S > mV/R.

(5.18)

Again, equality holds in (5.18) when M is an m-ball of radius R in an affine
(m + l)-dimensional subspace of IT.
The approach via Sobolev inequalities yields inequalities analogous to
(5.16), but with the correct exponents, and independent of R.
The Sobolev inequality on an arbitrary m-dimensional submanifold M in
R" is of the form
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,(m-l)/m

f(\Vf\ +

mf\H\)>c\f

w/(m-l)

r

(5.19)

for all functions ƒ with compact support in M. (See Michael and Simon [1],
where the constant c is <o/J/m/4m+*, and where H is m times our H.)
If M has a smooth boundary, then by the same method that was used in
Theorem 3.1, one can deduce from (5.19) the isoperimetric inequality
S + m f \H\ > cV{m-xVm.

(5.20)

(SeealsoAllard[l,p.461].)
Almgren ([1], [2, Corollary 8.9]) has noted that a standard isoperimetric
inequality of the form (5.8) holds on a submanifold M, provided V <
(c'/h)m, where \H\ < h on M, and c' is a constant depending only on m. In
fact, (following a suggestion of D. Hoffman) we may deduce from (5.20) that
c K (m-o/m <

S + mhV < S + mc'F ( m - 1 ) / m

or
S >(c-

mc')V{m-x)/m.

Choosing for c' any value less than c/m gives an inequality of the form (5.8).
Note that the role of the mean curvature in the various inequalities
(5.10)-(5.20) is analogous to that of the Gauss curvature in (4.24) and (4.25).
One has the intuitive notion that a surface can be enlarged by producing a
bulge in it without increasing the size of the boundary. The additional term
involving curvature is a quantitative measure of the size of the bulge.
The culmination of this approach is the recent work of Hoffman and
Spruck [1] who generalized the method of Michael and Simon to submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold. They arrive at the following result. (See also
Otsuki [1] who gives a corrected version of their work.)
THEOREM 5.4. The isoperimetric inequality (5.20) holds for submanifolds M of
a Riemannian manifold_M, under_the following conditions. Denote by K the
sectional curvature of M, and by R (M) the injectivity radius of M restricted to
M (i.e. the minimum distance to the cut locus in M for all points of M). Suppose
K < b2 on M9 where b may be real or imaginary. Let a be a free parameter,
0 < a < 1, and denote

F = [K/(i-«K],/m,
where m = dim Af, com = volume of unit ball in Rm. Then under the
assumptions
b2V2 < 1

(5.21)

and
R (M) > 2 Po = •
(5.20) holds with the constant

jsm-\bV),

breal,

2 V,

b imaginary,

(5.22)
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(5.23)

V
<irm[(m - a)2m'1 - (1 - a)]
'
Note that if AT < 0, then (5.21) is trivially satisfied. If in addition M is
simply connected, then by the Hadamard-Cartan theorem, R(M) = oo, and
(5.22) is automatic. In that case the inequality holds with no restriction on M.
Two important^ special cases of Theorem 5.4 are where M is a minimal
submanifold of M, and where M is an open subdomain of M. In both cases,
the term involving \H\ vanishes, and (5.20) reduces to the standard form

S > cV(m~l)/m9

(5.24)

6

with the constant c given by (5.23).
We note next two results of Yau for domains on negatively curved
manifolds.
THEOREM 5.5 (YAU [1, p. 491]). Let D be a doubly-connected domain on a
surface of nonpositive curvature. Let Cl9 C2 be the boundary curves of D; Ll9 L2
their lengths; d the distance between them. Then ifL = Ll-^L29
L(L/2 + d)> A.
(5.25)
THEOREM 5.6 (YAU [1, p. 498]). Let D be a domain with smooth boundary in
an n-dimensional complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold whose
sectional curvature K satisfies K < — a2, a > 0. Then the n-dimensional
measure V of D and the (n — 1)- dimensional measure S of its boundary satisfy
S >(n- \)aV.
(5.26)

We conclude this section with two theorems that are the furthest from the
standard isoperimetric inequality. In the first of these, due to Banchoff and
Pohl [1], there is no mention of area, and indeed there is no surface. It is
concerned with a closed curve C in Rrt, and compares the length Lol C with
a certain integral. Specifically, given any line in Rn that does not intersect C,
there is a well-defined linking number, X(/), of / with the curve C. The
Banchoff-Pohl inequality is
L2>4fx2dG9

(5.27)

where G is the space of all Unes in R", and dG is the invariant measure on G9
suitably normalized. Equality holds only if C is a circle traversed one or more
times.
In the case that C is a simple plane curve, (5.27) is just the classical
isoperimetric inequality L2 > 4TTA. If C is a self-interesting plane curve, then
the right-hand side of (5.27) may still be interpreted in terms of the areas
bounded by C, and indeed, (5.27) reduces to the inequality (1.10). In the
general case, it would be interesting to know whether theright-handside has
an interpretation as the area of some naturally defined surface bounded by C.
6

R. Schoen [1, §IV. 3], has given a short proof that an isoperimetric inequality (5.24) holds for
domains on an aribtrary compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. His proof, however, is
indirect, and gives no value for the constant c.
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For a discussion of the properties of the integral in (5.27), as well as
generalizations from curves to higher-dimensional submanifolds, we refer to
the original paper of Banchoff and Pohl.
Finally, we have a recent result obtained independently by Chavel [1] and
Reilly [3]. By way of background, we note that if Af is a compact Riemannian
manifold, then the Laplace operator on M has a spectrum consisting of
eigenvalues
0-fio</ii</i2<...

(5.28)

for which the equation
A<p + iixp = 0

(5.29)

has a solution q>k ^ 0. (The study of this spectrum is the subject of the book
by Berger, Gauduchon, and Mazet [1].) The eigenfunctions corresponding to
jito = 0 are the nonzero constant functions. The first nontrivial eigenvalue /JL,
may be represented in a manner analogous to the Rayleigh quotient (3.10) as
ft(M)-JM

'e*

/M|V/12
i ^ -2

UI

(5.30)

where % is the family of smooth functions ƒ on M defined by
ƒ e Si

i f / ^ 0 , J[ f=0.

(5.31)

M

Thus % consists of those nonzero functions on M orthogonal to the eigenfunctions corresponding to y^ i.e. the constant functions.
In the special case of an «-sphere of radius r: M = S?9 the solutions of
(5.29) are the spherical harmonics, and in particular, one may choose as the
first nontrivial eigenfunction q>l9 the restriction to S? of any linear function in
Rn+l. It follows that
^(Sn-n/r2.

(5.32)

The generalized Wirtinger inequality (3.1) follows immediately from
(5.30H5.32).
For a complete discussion of this subject, see the book of Berger,
Gauduchon and Mazet [1]. For specific relations between /Aj(Af) and
geometric isoperimetric constants associated with Af, we refer to papers of
Cheeger [1] and Yau [1]. (See also Buser [1], [3], [5], [6].) Before stating Chavel
and Reilly's theorem we cite a related result of Hersch [1] concerning the
two-sphere S?. We note that the eigenspace corresponding to ii\(S?) is
(n + l)-dimensional, since it consists of the restrictions to S? of the linear
functions in Rn+l. Thus
Mi = \h - • • • = ft+i - n/r1 on Srn.
(5.33)
THEOREM 5.7 (HERSCH [1]). Let M be a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold homeomorphic to the two-sphere. Let A denote the area ofM, and /tj, j ^ , ft3
the first three nontrivial eigenvalues. Then

(— + — + — ) > «r- .

(5.34)
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Equality holds on the standard sphere S,.
For further discussion of this theorem, and related results, see Berger [2].
5.8 (CHAVEL [1], REILLY [3]). Let D be a domain in Rrt+1 bounded
by a smooth compact manifold M. Let V be the volume of D, and S the
n-dimensional measure of M. Then
THEOREM

Equality holds if and only if M = S?.
By a translation of coordinates we may assume that each of the
coordinate functions xk in Rn+l satisfies
PROOF.

ƒ xk = 0.
Applying (5.30), gives
JMxk

and therefore

tii(M)f\x\2<("$\Vxk\2=nS.
By the divergence theorem over the domain Z), and Schwarz' inequality,
(n + 1)F= [ xv

< f \x\<\lf\x?-S

<VW52//A1(M)

,

which is (5.35). For equality to hold in Schwarz' inequality, \x\ must be
constant on M, hence M is a sphere.
REMARKS. 1. Theorem 5.8 is in fact a special case of the results of Chavel
and Reilly. Chavel shows that the same result holds for domains on a
minimal submanifold of a complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold
with nonpositive curvature, while Reilly obtains a whole series of related
inequalities in euclidean space (inspired by earlier work of Bleecker and
Weiner [1]).
2. Reilly has pointed out that in the case n = 2 and M homeomorphic to
the two-sphere, Hersch's inequality (5.34) is stronger than (5.35). In fact, since
fb > /*2 > Mi> (5.34) implies
/*! < %<n/Ay
(5.36)
and applying the isoperimetric inequality (2.14) for domains in R3 yields
(5.35) with n - 2.
3. The proof of Theorem 5.8 may be viewed as a direct extension of the
proof that we gave in §1 of the isoperimetric inequality in the plane. In fact, if
M is one-dimensional, then (i{(M) = (2TT/L)29 where L is the length of Af,
and (5.30) is equivalent to Wirtinger's inequality, Lemma 1.1. In the case that
M is a simple closed plane curve, (5.35) reduces to the isoperimetric
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inequality L2 > ATTA, and we find that our excursion through analytic
inequalities and eigenvalues has brought us full circle to our starting point in
§1.
6. Applications. The isoperimetric property of the circle and the sphere has
been the subject of speculation and fascination for literally thousands of
years. The search for proofs and generalizations has proceeded without any
thought that outside justification seemed necessary. However, it is also true
that increasingly in recent years, isoperimetric inequalities have proved useful
in a number of problems in geometry, analysis, and physics. We have given
several examples already, but in this section, we shall try to present in a more
orderly fashion some of the applications that have been made.
A. Mathematical physics. Perhaps the most obvious isoperimetric question
in physics is "Why is the earth (the planets, the stars) roughly a sphere?" The
notion that the physical shape of the universe may be related to the geometric
isoperimetric inequality goes back to Ptolemy [1, Book I, Chapter 3]. However, the first attempt at a precise demonstration appears to be due to
Poincaré ([1]; see also [2, pp. 15-24], and [3, pp. 143-150]). He addresses
himself to the basic problem of showing that for a nonrotating homogeneous
fluid mass, acted upon only by the internal forces of gravitation, the only
figure of stable equilibrium is a sphere. His approach is to show that any such
equilibrium figure must have the property that it has minimum electrostatic
capacity among all figures of equal volume. He then uses the isoperimetric
inequality in three dimensions together with a variational argument to conclude that the sphere minimizes electrostatic capacity among all figures of
equal volume. A complete proof of this fact, again using the isoperimetric
inequality, was given in 1930 by Szegö [1].
Another physical quantity (whose mathematical expression we shall give
shortly) is torsional rigidity. In 1856 Saint-Venant conjectured that of all
cross-sections with a given area, the circle has maximum torsionalrigidity.It
was almost 100 years before Pólya gave the first proof of this conjecture in
1948. His proof, like Szegö's for capacity, used the method of symmetrization
first invented by Steiner to prove the original geometric isoperimetric
inequality.
Tlie book of Pólya and Szegö [1] treats these results, as well as the
Faber-Krahn proof of Rayleigh's statement on the fundamental tone of a
drum, discussed above in §3. For a more modern discussion of
symmetrization, together with a quite different application to the motion of
an ideal fluid see the paper of Fraenkel and Berger [1, especially Appendix I
and Corollary 3B on p. 27]. (See also the discussion following Theorem 6.6
below.)
In order to put some of the more recent results into perspective, let us carry
a little further our discussion of analytic inequalities in §3.
Let D be a domain on a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold, let £F be
the family of smooth real-valued functions with compact support in D, and
consider the four ratios
^=inf^,

/,./-1,2,

(6.1)
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where

WiW.

*2=[j7iv/i

D

ID

Ci=fff>

<*-[ƒƒƒ

(6.2)

The two ratios involving Bx have physical interpretations, whereas the two
involving B2 turn out to have purely geometric interpretations. Namely, in the
case where D is a domain with smooth boundary,
* n - *i>
*i2 = 4/P,
(6.3)
where \x is the smallest eigenvalue of the equation A/ + Xf = 0 in Z), with
zero boundary values, and P (in the case of a plane domain Z>) is the torsional
rigidity of D. On the other hand, one has

where Z>' is a relatively compact subdomain of D, A its area, and L the length
of its boundary.
The proof of (6.4) follows the lines in Theorem 3.1 above. The first
equation in (6.4) is simply the equivalence of the Sobolev inequality and the
isoperimetric inequality. The second equation in (6.4) was first noted as
recently as 1975 by Yau [1], following the fundamental result of Cheeger [1]
in 1970, that
\x>\h\

(6.5)

where

h = inf 4 •

(6.6)
v

D' A

Thus, in our notation, (6.5) becomes Rn > R2i/4.
Other inequalities between the Ry are known, such as Rn/Rl2

'

< A, or

PXX < 4A,
where A is the area of D. (See Pólya-Szegö [1, p. 91].)
Pólya and Szegö [1, p. 18, top] conjectured that the expression P\] is
minimized for a circular disk. This was just recently proved by Kohier-Jobin
[1]. Analytically this fact is expressed by the inequality

P\\>\f
with equality only in the case of a circular disk. Herey is the first positive zero
of the Bessel function J0.
The dependence of each of the separate quantities \x and P on the
geometry of the domain D is strikingly illustrated by the inequalities
^ < X , < ^ [ 1 +(2.8)5],

(6.7a)
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l 28 l

- (

+

8l0ë

TTô)

< p<

C'

(6Jb)

where
8 = L2/4<ÏÏA - 1

measures the deviation of the domain from circularity, with 8 = 0 if and only
if D is a circular disk.
The left-hand inequality in (6.7a) is simply the Faber-Krahn inequality
(Theorem 3.3), since irj2/A is the value of Xx for a circular disk of area A.
Similarly, theright-handinequality in (6.7b) is the result of Pólya cited above,
confirming the conjecture of Saint-Venant. The other two inequalities are due
to Payne and Weinberger [1]. In both cases the expressions in brackets tend
to 1 as 5 -» 0, thus effectively encircling the quantities Xx and P.
Generalizations of the Faber-Krahn and Pólya theorems have been
obtained for domains on surfaces. For example, Peetre [1] showed that the
Faber-Krahn inequality (the left-hand inequality in (6.7a)) remains valid if D
is a domain of area A on a simply-connected surface with Gauss curvature
K < 0. More recently, Bandle [1], [3] and Chavel-Feldman [2] have obtained
generalizations to arbitrarily-curved surfaces of both the Faber-Krahn
inequality and the Saint-Venant conjecture.
The importance of Cheeger's result (6.5) is that it allows him to derive a
lower bound for \x on an arbitrary Riemannian manifold in terms of purely
geometric quantities associated with the manifold, such as curvature, volume
and diameter. Better bounds of this nature were later obtained by Yau [1],
also making use of isoperimetric ratios such as (6.6). (Yau's results, like
Cheeger's, are for manifolds of arbitrary dimension, but he obtains much
more detailed information in the case of surfaces.)
We conclude this section with three examples in which an isoperimetric
inequality in combination with Cheeger's inequality (6.5) gives an explicit
estimate for the lowest eigenvalue \x. (For further illustrations, see Osserman
[3], [4] and Hoffman [1]. Buser [1], [3], [5], [6] has recently contributed greatly
to the understanding of the quantity h in (6.6) and has given further striking
applications of Cheeger's inequality.)
THEOREM 6.1 (MCKEAN [1]). If D is a domain on a simply-connected surface
with Gauss curvature K < — a2 < 0, then

A, > a2/A.

(6.8)

Combining the isoperimetric inequality L > aA (see (4.33)) with
(6.5) and (6.6) yields (6.8).
REMARK. In the «-dimensional case, if the sectional curvature is bounded
above by - a2, a > 0, then (5.26) implies that
PROOF.

\x >[(n-

l)a/2]2.

(6.8a)

This was also proved originally using other methods by McKean [1].
THEOREM 6.2 (CHENG [2, p. 187]). Let M be a compact surface with Gauss
curvature K > 0. Then
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lix(M) > l/4d2

(6.9)

where d is the diameter of M.
PROOF.

By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,
0<ffKdA=2irx>

(6.10)

M

so that the Euler characteristic x of Af is nonnegative. If x = 0, then again by
Gauss-Bonnet, K = 0, and M must be a flat torus or flat Klein bottle. For
both of these the spectrum is completely known (see Berger, Gauduchon, and
Mazet [1, p. 146]), and (6.9) may be verified directly. If x = h M is the
projective plane, and by passing to the double covering, one can reduce the
problem to the one remaining case when x = 2 and M is homeomorphic to
the two-sphere. Then by a theorem of Cheng [3, Corollary 3.5] an eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue of /A, on M has a zero-set which
is a smooth simple closed curve, dividing M into two simply-connected
domains Dl9 D2. Once more by Gauss-Bonnet, for at least one of these
domains the total curvature is not more than 2TT, and denoting that one by £>,
the given eigenfunction restricted to D is also the eigenfunction of the first
eigenvalue of D, and in fact XX(D) = fii(M).
We now use the isoperimetric inequality (4.26) of Burago and Zalgaller,
which says that for a simply-connected domain D'
rL> A + iir-\

(JK+

dA\r\

(6.11)

where r is the maximum distance form a point of D' to the boundary of D'.
Since in our case, for every subdomain D' of D

SJK+dA <jJK+dA « ffKdA < 2m,
D'

D

D

it follows that for every simply-connected subdomain D',
L/A > \/r > l/d.

(6.12)

The desired conclusion (6.9) would now follow from (6.5) and (6.6) provided
that in the definition (6.6) of h one could restrict the competing domains D'
to be simply-connected. That turns out to be true when the original domain D
is simply-connected. In slightly more general form, one has the following
lemma, which, when combined with the above reasoning, finishes the proof of
Cheng's theorem.
LEMMA 6.3 (OSSERMAN [3]). Let D be a domain homeomorphic to a plane
domain offiniteconnectivity k. Define

**=infj

(6.13)

taken over all relatively compact subdomains D' of D whose connectivity is at
most k. Then
\i{D)>\hl

(6.14)

The lemma follows from the observation that the subdomains used in
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Cheeger's proof of (6.5) are the domains Dt = {p G D: f(p) > t}, where ƒ is
the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue \x of Z), and t may be
chosen to be any regular value of/. It is known that ƒ cannot change sign in
D, and we may assume that ƒ > 0. Then A / = —\xf < 0, so that ƒ is
superharmonic and takes its minimum on the boundary of any subdomain.
Let D't be any connected component of Dr If the connectivity of Df were
greater than k, then the complement of D't would contain a component lying
completely in D with points where ƒ < /, whereas ƒ = t on the boundary of
this component. This contradiction establishes the lemma.
Combining Lemma 6.3 with the Burago-Zalgaller inequality (6.11), one has
the following further result.
THEOREM 6.4 (OSSERMAN [3]). Let D be a simply-connected domain with a
Riemannian metric such that f!DK* < 2ir. Let r be the supremum of the
distance ofpoints in D to the boundary. Then

\x > l/4r2.

(6.15)

The first result of this kind was due to Hayman [2] who showed that for
simply-connected plane domains one has Xx > l/900r 2 . Hayman points out
that an analogous result cannot hold in Rn for n > 2 without some further
restriction, since narrow spikes pointed inward from the boundary of D
would have a large effect on r, but little on \x. However, he shows that his
method does extend to domains in R" provided a suitable restriction is placed
on their boundaries. (For convex domains in R", (6.15) holds: Osserman [4].)
Note that the value of XX(D) is always bounded above by the value of A,
for any subdomain of D. Choosing as a subdomain an inscribed disk of
radius r, and using the explicit value of \x for such a disk in the plane, one
has for arbitrary simply-connected plane domains that
l/2r < A < j/r
(6.16)
where j~2.4 is the first zero of the Bessel function /Q, and A = \\x
corresponds to the fundamental frequency of a drum in the shape of the
domain D. As Hayman has pointed out, this leads to the surprising
conclusion that one can tell the pitch of a (simply-connected) drum to within
roughly an octave one way or the other simply from the knowledge of the
largest circular disk it contains, regardless of any other considerations of its
total size and shape.
B. Analysis and geometry. There would be no way to catalog all the
applications that have been made of isoperimetric inequalities to problems
ranging from the characterization of isometries (Firey [1], McMullen [1]) to
the stability of minimal surfaces (Barbosa and doCarmo [2]). Going further
afield, there would be interpretations of significant constants in terms of
isoperimetric quantities (Finn [1], Huber [4]), and second-generation applications, such as that of Barbosa and doCarmo [1] using Peetre's [1] generalization of the Faber-Krahn inequality derived from the isoperimetric
inequality on the sphere. See also Figiel, Lindenstrauss, and Milman [1] for
an application of the isoperimetric inequality on Sn to the theory of Banach
spaces.
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We shall content ourselves here with just a few illustrations of ways that
isoperimetric inequalities have been applied to some specific problems in
geometry and analysis.
Our first example concerns the problem of type for simply-connected
Riemann surfaces. By the Koebe uniformization theorem, every simplyconnected Riemann surface is conformally equivalent to the sphere, the
plane, or the unit disk. If the surface is not compact, then the first case
cannot occur, and the "problem of type" is to give criteria for determining
whether the surface is conformally the plane or the unit disk (referred to as
parabolic and hyperbolic type respectively).
On the unit disk, \z\ < 1, one has the hyperbolic metric

*2 - rr^p N2-

< 617 >

This metric has constant Guass curvature K = - 1 , and with it, the unit disk
becomes a model for the hyperbolic plane. As we have seen in Part II of §4,
the isoperimetric inequality then takes the form
L2 > ATTA + A2

(6.18)

for simply-connected domains, and hence, for all such domains, one has
L > A.
(6.19)
It turns out that this property may be used to characterize hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces. In fact, on an arbitrary Riemann surface one may consider conformai metrics, which are Riemannian metrics of the form
ds = p(z)\dz\
with respect to any local conformai parameter z.
THEOREM 6.5. A simply-connected Riemann surface S is of hyperbolic type if
and only if there exists a conformai metric on S such that (6.19) holds for every
simply-connected domain on S.
PROOF. If S is conformally the disk, then using the hyperbolic metric (6.17),
(6.19) holds. Conversely, suppose there exists a conformai metric on S for
which (6.19) holds. Then S is certainly not compact, since (6.19) would fail
for the complement of a small disk. Hence S may be mapped conformally
onto \z\ < R, where R < oo or R = oo according as S is hyperbolic or
parabolic. Any conformai metric on S is of the form ds = p(z)|dz| in \z\ < R.
Let Dr be the domain \z\ < r, and let A(r) be the area of Dr9 L{r) the length
of its boundary, both with respect to the given metric. Then

L(r) = f2"p(rei0)r d69
A(r)=

f

[2"p2(tei9)td0dt.

Applying (6.19) to the domain Dr, and using Schwarz' inequality gives
A{rf<

L(r)2<

C™p2(reiB)r dB (*% d9 =
Jo
Jn

2<nr4f.
ar
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Thus, for 0 < r0 < rx < R, we have
'o

Jr0 r

Jro \ dr

w

/

[ A(r0)

A(rx)

whence
logri <logr0 + 2ir/A(r0)
for all r, < R. This leads to a contradiction in the case R = oo, and shows
that for a parabolic surface, there cannot exist any conformai metric such that
(6.19) holds for every simply-connected domain.
Theorem 6.5 is a very special case of a theorem of Ahlfors [1, p. 188]
describing relations between L and A that are compatible with the existence
of a quasi-conformal map of a surface onto the entire plane.
Our next illustration is a theorem on conformai mapping of doubly-connected domains due to Carleman [1]. Carleman's original proof was by means of
Laurent expansions. We give here a proof due to Szegö [1] based on the
isoperimetric inequality.
THEOREM 6.6. Consider the family of all doubly-connected plane domains
bounded by an outer curve Cx and an inner curve C0. For each domain D, let At
be the area bounded by Ci9 i = 0, 1. Then among all domains conformally
equivalent to a given one9 the minimum of Ax/A0 is attained by a circular
annulus.
PROOF. Let r0 < \z\ < r„ be a given annulus, and let D be its image under
a conformai map f(z). Let L{f) be the length of the image of \z\ = r, and
A{r) the area enclosed. Then

4irA(r) < L(r) 2 =

[

W

\f{re*)\ rd9\

f2V\J\rew)frd9Jl"rdB
- 2mrA\r),
and

2/r<A\r)/A{r\

r0<r<ri.

Integrating from r0 to r„ yields
r?
r,
A{rx)
Ax
log— - 2 1 o g - < log-TT-r- - log-j- ,
or
which proves the theorem.
Pólya and Szegö [1, p. 220] derived an analogous result for doubly-connected domains on a sphere, using the isoperimetric inequality (4.2) for domains
on a sphere. Recently, Bandle [1, §2.1] used the general isoperimetric
inequality (4.29) to obtain a simultaneous generalization of this Pólya-Szegö
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result and the earlier one of Carleman to multiply-connected domains on
general surfaces. Furthermore, she applies the result to obtain bounds on
torsional rigidity [1, §2.5] and fundamental frequency [1, §3.3] of multiplyconnected domains on surfaces. (See also in this connection, the papers of
Pólya-Weinstein [1] and Gasser-Hersch [1].)
Aside from direct use of the isoperimetric inequality, there have been many
applications of the method of symmetrization to conformai mapping, and to
different areas of complex analysis. For older results, see the book of
Hayman [1, Chapter IV]. Among more recent ones, we note in particular two
beautiful and important areas of application. The first is to the theory of
conformai capacity and conformai and quasiconformal mappings in n
dimensions. The initial basic contributions were made by Gehring [1], [2] who
showed that 3-dimensional conformai capacity decreases under circular
symmetrization. He derives a number of consequences, including the fact that
a quasi-conformal map of the open ball in R3 induces a quasi-conformal map
on the boundary, and that the Liouville theorem, asserting that the only
conformai maps in R3 are the Moebius transformations, holds with no
differentiability assumptions. A fundamental paper of Mostow [1] extends
Gehring's basic results to n dimensions, and goes on to show that compact
Riemannian manifolds of dimension 3 or more with constant negative curvature must be conformally equivalent if they are diffeomorphic.
The other area of application was developed by Baernstein [1] who shows
that a certain symmetrization process preserves subharmonic functions. He
derives many consequences, including new extremal properties of the Koebe
function. Some extensions of these results to higher dimensions are given by
Baernstein and Taylor [1].
Two more very pretty applications of symmetrization to problems in
analysis and geometry may be found in papers of Weinberger [1] and Moser
[1]. For modern treatments of the symmetrization process itself, see Hilden
[l],Sperner[l], [2], Spiegel [1].
We come next to the theory of minimal submanifolds and manifolds of
prescribed mean curvature. In both the classical and more modern
approaches to the subject, isoperimetric inequalities have played a significant
role. A number of examples were cited in §§5B and 5C, and the references
given there may be consulted concerning further applications.7 A quite
different approach to surfaces of constant mean curvature, using the
isoperimetric inequality for domains in R3, was introduced by Wente [1], [2].
Wente's method was extended to the study of surfaces of prescribed mean
curvature by Steffen [1], [2] who shows that solutions of prescribed mean
curvature Plateau problems exist whenever certain isoperimetric conditions
are verified. (See also Radó [2, p. 534], for generalized isoperimetric inequalities in R3.) There are also related papers of Heinz [2], Hildebrandt and
Wente [1], and Wente [3].
An important inequality in the theory of minimal surfaces is the following.
Let M be an m-dimensional minimal submanifold in R", and assume that the
7

For a recent discussion of the important role of isoperimetric inequalities in the development
of geometric measure theory see §8 of the 1977 Colloquium Lectures of Fédérer [2].
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origin lies on M. Using the notation of §2, let
M, - M n Brn9

(6.20)

V(r) = m-dimensional measure of Mr.

(6.21)

and

THEOREM

6.7

(FLEMING

[1, p. 88]). If M has no boundary points in Brn, then
V(r) > »nr>».
(6.22)

We should note that this inequality was known earlier, and is much easier
to prove, if M is not only minimal (in our sense of zero mean curvature), but
actually area minimizing. In that connection, see Stolzenberg [1] for an
excellent discussion of the relevance of (6.22) to the theory of complex
analytic subvarieties. Allard [1] and Bombieri [1] derive an isoperimetric
inequality on stationary varifolds and minimal graphs, respectively, using
(6.22) and a covering theorem; (6.22) is in fact equivalent to the isoperimetric
inequality (2.7) for domains on minimal submanifolds whose boundary lies
on a sphere centered at some point of the submanifold. (See Alexander,
Hoffman, and Osserman [1, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3].)
It is worth noting that a stronger form of (6.22) has recently been proved
by H. Alexander (unpublished) and Yau [1, p. 506]. Namely, (6.22) holds also
if by V(r) we mean the m-dimensional measure of the geodesic ball of radius
r centered at any point of M. It follows, for example, that if M is complete, it
has infinite m-dimensional measure.
A combination of (6.22) with the isoperimetric-type inequality (5.18) has
recently been used to show that even with real analytic boundary values on
the unit ball in R4, there does not always exist a solution to the Dirichlet
problem for the minimal surface equation in higher codimension. (See
Lawson and Osserman [1, Theorem 6.1].)
We conclude our discussion of this circle of ideas with one more
application.
THEOREM 6.8. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve in R", and let B be a set in
R" which links C. Let L be the length of C and let r be the distance between B
and C. Then L > 2mr. Equality holds only when Cis a euclidean circle of radius
r.
PROOF. Let S be a solution of Plateau's problem for C. That is, S is a
simply-connected minimal surface spanning C. Since B and C are linked, it
follows that B n S =^0. Let/? be a point of B n S. By a translation we may
assume that p is the origin. By hypothesis, the boundary of S (which is the
curve C) lies outside of BJ*. We may therefore apply Theorem 6.7 and
conclude that the area A of S satisfies

A > mr1.

(6.23)

But then the isoperimetric inequality for minimal surfaces (Theorem 4.2(i)
above) implies
L2 > 4TTA >

Amh1
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which is the desired inequality. For equality to hold, it must also hold in the
isoperimetric inequality, and that can only happen for a plane circle.
Theorem 6.8 was conjectured by Gehring [3] and first proved by M. Ortel
(unpublished). The proof given above was suggested by Osserman [2].
Another proof has been given by Edelstein and Schwarz [1], Gehring [4] has
proved a higher-dimensional version of Theorem 6.8, but not with the best
possible constant, which is presumably attained by linked spheres in
orthogonal subspaces. A different proof which yields the best constant for a
2-sphere linked by a 1-sphere in R4 has been obtained by M. Gage [1].
As our last illustration of how the isoperimetric inequality may be applied
to other areas of mathematics, we give an analytic inequality which can be
used to prove the prime number theorem. The inequality in question and its
application to the prime number theorem is contained in a paper of Bang [1].
THEOREM 6.9.

Letf(t), g(t) be real functions on [0, oo) satisfying
|ƒ(0| < a,

\g{t)\ < b,

(6.24)

| ƒ' ( 0 | < 1,

|g'(')| < I-

(6.25)

and
Let
M = limsup | 1
T-+OQ

\ *

fTf(t)g'(t)dt\.

J

0

I

Then

M<

(6 26)

V?~#

*

PROOF. For each T > 0, define a closed curve C as the image of the
interval [0, T + 1] as follows. On [0, T] we set x = f(t\y * g(t). The image
of [T, T + 1] is the curve joining (f(T), g(T)) to (/(O), g(0)) by means of two
horizontal segments, and one vertical segment along the .y-axis. Then

ƒ x dy =fT+lf(t)g'(t)

dt =fTf(t)g'(t) dt

(6.27)

since along the .y-axis ƒ(0 = 0, and along the horizontal segments, g\i) = 0.
By virtue of (6.24), the total length of the three Une segments is at most
la + 2b. Hence by (6.25), the length L of C satisfies

L < f V/(0 2 + 8Vf
< TV2 + 2(a + b).

dt

+ 2(a + b)
(6.28)

As we have noted in §1, the complement of C consists of the union of
domains Dk of area Ak, and if nk denotes the winding number of C about a
point of Dk, then
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\[Tf(t)gV)dt\ = \(xdy\ = \2nkAk\
\Jo

I

\Jc

I

'

'

<2KI^<[(2»^)(S^)]

where we have used (6.27), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the BanchoffPohl inequality (1.10), and the fact that by (6.24), the curve C lies in a
rectangle of sides 2a and 2b, so that the sum of all the areas Ak for which
nk 7*= 0 is at most 4ab.
Finally, substituting (6.28) in (6.29) and using the definition of M, one
obtains the inequality (6.26).
One comment concerning the above proof: (6.29) contains the
isoperimetric-type inequality

VÏF

A < L

<6-30>

for a curve contained in a 2a X 2b rectangle. One is led to pose the question:
what is the best upper bound for A/L for a curve lying in a rectangle? (That
question was raised in this context by Bombieri.) Several authors have
considered versions of the same problem recently. See in particular Lin [1],
Singmaster and Soupporis [1] and further references there; also an older
related paper of Besicovitch [4]. Note that if b > a, then Bonnesen's
inequality (4.5) gives
A/L<a
(6.31)
since in this case p = a. Thus one has a uniform upper bound independent of
b, superceding (6.30) when b > Tra. On the other hand, the application made
by Bang uses only the case 6 = öf, in which case (6.30) gives
4 < - 7 = r ~ 0.564a.
L

(6.32)

VÎT

But in that case (of a curve enclosed in a square) the optimal value is
4 <47

2 V

^ a ~ 0.53a,

(6.33)

(see, for example, Lin [1, Theorem 2]), so that (6.30) is close to best possible.
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